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JANET DEAN FODOR

PHRASE STRUCTURE PARSING AND THE ISLAND
CONSTRAINTS*

1. PARSING TRANSFORMED SENTENCES
If natural languages contained only untransformed sentences, charac
terized by context free phrase structure rules, the task of devising
parsing routines for them would not be especially daunting. It is known

(Earley, 1970) that there is an effective parser for any context free
language, and that parsing time in the limit is a polynomial (rather than
exponential) function of sentence length. With the aid of certain decision
strategies to guide the analysis at choice points, these worst-case parsing
times can be further reduced for many sentence types, though at the
cost of rendering a few constructions, which run counter to the strate
gies, extremely difficult to parse. However, even this can be counted as

an advantage, since the available evidence indicates that the human
sentence parsing mechanism opts for just this kind of trade-off. Also, it

is easy to design a phrase structure parser which incorporates in
formation about the language in exactly the form in which it is provided

by the competence grammar. For example, in the Sausage Machine
model of Frazier and Fodor (1978), the executive component has access
to a lexicon and a 'rule library', the latter containing the phrase structure

rules for the language. If this is how the human sentence parsing
mechanism is designed, a child who masters a rule of the grammar can
simply feed it into his parsing device and immediately start using it to

parse sentences; there will be no need for him to engage in special
computations to convert the information in the rule into a new format
suitable for the parser to work with.

For context free languages, or the context free parts of natural
languages, a wide range of different parsing models are available, which
differ from each other with respect to various operating characteristics.

They may be deterministic or nondeterministic; they may compute
alternative analyses serially or in parallel; they may operate top down or
bottom up; they may or may not have a look-ahead capacity; and so on.
With this variety of alternatives to choose from, it is perhaps not very
surprising that we are beginning to make some progress in characterizing
Linguistics and Philosophy 6 (1983) 163-223. 0165-0157/83/0062-0163$06.10
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parsers which are efficient and also exhibit human-li
relative parsing times.

For transformed sentences, by contrast, the probl
any satisfactory approach to parsing. Analysis-by-sy
make direct use of the rules of a standard transform

were rejected quite early on as neither efficient
realistic. Parsers which recover the deep structu
reversing its standard transformational derivatio
problem that the well-formedness of a hypothe
marker cannot be determined prior to computation

(see Fodor, 1980, for discussion). Also, a transfor

may subtend a great many words in a sentence, whi

evidence suggests that people make structural de
word by word as the sentence is received.

The most promising approaches so far to the parsin
sentences have not attempted to map the derivation

grammar exactly, but have assumed a simple phra

device, operating 'from left to right' through the in
some additional mechanism for detecting and associa
'gaps' created by transformational rules. I am going

alternative model, which contains no special mec

with fillers and gaps. The reason that it needs none is

works with is not a transformational grammar but
structure grammar of the kind proposed by Gazdar
therein). It is not an original insight that such gram
the design of a parser; from the outset, the argumen
Gazdar's proposals about the form of grammars, a

proposals of Bresnan and Kaplan (see Kaplan and
Karttunen and Peters (see Karttunen, 1980), have

their linguistic superiority over transformational g

their greater promise as a basis for sentence pa
formed' sentences require only context free phrase

we can extend to the whole language both the f

guarantee the existence of an efficient parser for con

and also the psychological discoveries that have b

people in fact set about applying phrase structure ru
I understand that people involved in the practical s
find that the theoretical limits on parsing times are

practice-that with crafty programming one can c
on the efficiency bounds set by established theor
forgiven for wondering whether, whatever the t
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substitution of more complex phrase structure rules for transfor
rules will really carry any concrete benefits when it comes down

level of nuts and bolts or microchips or neurones. Though I

address the issue at quite this level, I think a good case can be ma
the practical superiority of parsers that incorporate a generalize
structure grammar (GPSG).

What I will try to show is that, because it unifies facts ab

distribution of fillers and gaps with facts about phrasal structur
grammar provides neat solutions to the problems of deciding wh

given filler in a word string can be associated with a given g

advantage for the parser depends crucially on the feasibility of i
all the constraints on filler and gap distribution in a natural lang

means of an appropriate selection of phrase structure rules
categorization features in a GPS grammar, rather then by m

additional constraints overlaid on the phrase structure derivation

this will be the main theme of my paper, it is worth stres
importance of this point for the evaluation of GPS theory.
It would not be particularly newsworthy if it should turn out

language such as English can be characterized by an overgen

phrase structure grammar subject to surface filters with transfor
power. (It would be of some interest, of course, since it would re

non-necessity of certain rule ordering constraints in transforma
grammars; see Jenkins, 1978.) Furthermore, such a grammar
quite unwieldy for parsing purposes, since it would require the p

access and apply separate sources of information about the
(the phrase structure rules and the transformational filters
integrate them somehow for the purpose of determining leg
analyses for a given word string.2

The appeal of a GPSG, then, is not that it base-generates fil
gaps, but that it holds out the hope of a syntactic componen
consists SOLELY of phrase structure rules) This would permit
restricted theory of linguistic competence, a direct relation

learning the grammar and learning to parse, and also a very sim

uniform set of parsing operations which do not have to jugg

different sources of information about possible sentence structu
can refer just to a single set of phrase structure rules.
Gazdar (op. cit.) has already indicated how some of the familiar

constraints on filler-gap dependencies can be built into a GP
questions I will address here are (a) whether ALL constraints o
and gaps can be incorporated into the phrase structure rules,
whether and how this would simplify the parsing routines for
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languages. I will begin by outlining in very general t

dependencies would be dealt with by a parser inc

formational grammar, and by a parser incorporating

2. ASSOCIATING FILLERS AND GAPS

For a parser that incorporates a transformationa

needed over and above phase structure parsing routin

kind of memory facility to accommodate the fact tha

may be very far from each other in a sentence.3 F
model of Wanner and Maratsos (1978) has a special
HOLD, in which a filler constituent can be retained u

identified later in the sentence.4 Corresponding to a t
which moves, say, a WH phrase into COMP position, th

for putting a WH phrase that is identified as in COM
HOLD store, and a routine for retrieving it from HO

has identified the gap in the word string corresponding t

position. (For a deletion transformation, the pars
presumably enter a copy of the antecedent into HO
when the deletion site was identified.) Since the fil
transformation is not displayed in the mental rep
sentence in its surface position, but is processed a

instead at the gap position, the output of such a parse
of the deep structure of the input sentence.5

Marcus' Parsifal (Marcus, 1977) also makes us

memory store in order to relate fillers to their gaps,
are different. Parsifal does represent a filler in its su

tree, but it simultaneously creats a co-indexed tra

inserts this into a buffer store which is otherwise u

unattached words and constituents of the input. The
buffer until the parse has proceeded as far as the gap

then processed as if it had appeared at that positio
output of this parser is therefore a representation
mented) surface structure of the sentence.6

One way to view a GPSG is as an alternative h

how fillers or their traces are stored. The suggestion i

placed in some special memory, but are stored as par
phrase marker for the sentence, which the parser is
puting and storing. The details will differ, of course
the output of the parse is assumed to be. If the outp
phrase marker as for Parsifal, the first step in proce
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(1) would be to identify the topicalized noun phrase at the beginning,

represent it in a partial phrase marker such as (2), in which the a

tation on the S node records the fact that a filler has been found and

trace must be assigned a position somewhere in the remainder of
sentence structure.

(1) My son, I shall take with me.

(2)

NP; S( tracei)
Det N
my son

The next step would be recognition of the sub
will be added to the phrase marker as in (3); t
node here carries the information that the trace
still needs to be assigned a position in the tree.

(3)

NP/ S(tracei)
Det N NP VP(tracei)
my son I

Ultimately a position for the trace would be f
sentence would be processed, and the resultin

(4).
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(4)

s

NP- S( trace.)

Det N NP VP(tracei)

my son I V VP(troce
shall V NP PP

take tracei P NP
with me

Cleaning away the memory tags would leave the
that is assigned to this sentence by the competen
the parser is to compute the deep structure of t
would not be represented in its surface position,

its trace would be tagged onto the nodes of t
develops. Instead of (4), this parser would create

which, when the memory tags are cleaned aw
structure phrase marker assigned to the sent
grammar.

(5)

NP
S . Det N

I I

/NP \ my son

~~~~/NP NP\

I VP KDeV t N

V \ ~ mymy son
I N

shall VP . Det N

V

NP

PP

I% /A

take Det N P NP

my son with me
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It is important to bear in mind that this might, for all we know

the parser handles the problem of keeping track of fillers and ga
if the grammar it operates with is a transformational grammar. H
it is also possible that the annotations on nodes in representat
(4) or (5) are not simply practical aids used by the parser in arriv

phrase marker generated by a transformational grammar, bu

integral part of the phrase marker assigned to the sentence by a d

grammar. This, in effect, is Gazdar's claim. His grammar (spec
the 'derived' grammar which I assume would be employed for par
see below) contains phrase structure rules like those in (6) (
presented in a different format), which use a richer set of no
than standard phrase structure grammars, and which generat
markers such as (7).

(6) S - NP. S/NP

S/NP - NP . VP/NP

VP/NP - V. NP/NP. PP
NP/NP -- trace

(7)

S

NP S/NP

Det N NP VP/NP

my son I V VP/NP
shall V NP/NP PP
take troce P NP

with me

The correspondence between (7) and (4) is quite apparent. The sl
annotations on the nodes in (7) parallel the memory tags in (4). Ap
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from a few points that will be discussed below,
between the two representations are matters of n
At least for this example, therefore, a parser us
phrase structure rules can achieve exactly the sam

using an external memory store to simulate transfo

and deletion operations.

3. RESTRICTING FILLER-GAP ASSOCI

A parser cannot freely associate any filler in a sent
finds. There are many restrictions on which fillers

which gaps, and I will divide them for conven

classes:

(a) the c-command condition, which requires that a filler can only be
associated with a gap within its c-command domain;

(b) the island constraints, which prohibit the gap from appearing
within certain designated constituents within the c-command domain of
the filler;

(c) certain specific restrictions on the gap positions for lexically
governed filler- gap associations;
(d) constraints which have been cast as local surface fillers, such as
the Fixed Subject Constraint;
(e) no-ambiguity restrictions, such as the Nested Dependency Con
straint.
It has sometimes been suggested that these constraints exist in the
grammar because limitations on the structure and operating charac
teristics of the human sentence parsing mechanism would render the
excluded constructions unparsable even if they were grammatical. If this
is so, then the question of how the constraints are to be imposed on the
parser's operations does not arise. However, though I cannot document

the arguments here, I believe that no current model of the parser is
inherently incapable of accepting sentences which violate exactly the
constraints attested in natural languages (see Fodor, ms., and 1981, for
discussion). On the other hand, an adequate parser must at least be able
to make use of the information in the constraints in some fashion, in
order to avoid computing improper analyses of word strings. The task,
then, is to show precisely how the structural analyses computed by the
parser can be made to respect the constraints.7

3.1. The C-Command and Island Constraints
The constraints characteristically limit the position of a gap in relation to

the position of its filler. Therefore, a parser which uses an external
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memory store for fillers will need some constraints on when, du
parse, a filler may be taken from the memory store, in relation to
was inserted. In principle, the retrieval of a filler from memory

made sensitive to any condition at all that is definable over

markers. All that is needed is that whenever the parser is contem
using a filler from the memory to fill a gap, it should check the s
that has been assigned to the sentence to ensure that it satisfies

constraints. In practice, though, this would clearly be an ex
cumbersome procedure. It is well known that gaps are not a

unambiguously signalled in a word string, and that several poten

positions may therefore have to be considered before the righ

found. The constraints would have to be applied afresh as each of

potential gaps is considered. Worse still, the parser could quit

lessly waste considerable effort by continuing to look for gaps wh

grammar guarantees that there cannot be any. For example, in

c-command condition entails that the gap associated with whom m
inside the relative clause, but if the parser happened to overlook
after walked (as it very well might, since walk is only rarely tra
it would then proceed to test every one of the potential gap p
beyond the position after walked, only to discover in each case th
constraints are not satisfied. The fact that the true gap had been
would become apparent only at the very end of the sentence, inst
at the end of the relative clause.

(8) The boy [whom I walked-to the station] promised

would leave (?) quietly if I helped (?) to get (?) ready f
trip.

Similar examples can be constructed to illustrate the inefficiency of
applying all the other constraints on gaps in this fashion.

What is needed, instead, is some means of keeping track, as parsing
proceeds, of whether a filler that was found at a certain position in the
sentence can legitimately be used to fill a gap in the various portions of

the sentence that follow. Ideally, a filler in memory would become
accessible and inaccessible throughout the parse, in accordance with the
constraints. Since the c-command condition and the island constraints

concern the tree structure relations between a filler and its gap, the
phrase structure rules could be used to control the accessibility of a
filler. The memory store could be structured into layers, one layer
corresponding to each level of structure in the phrase marker, and a filler
could be inserted into memory at a level which reflects its height in the

tree. To capture the c-command condition, it could then be stipulated
that all levels of the memory lower than the level corresponding to the
This content downloaded from 146.96.24.37 on Sat, 04 Mar 2017 01:53:58 UTC
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height of a given gap are inaccessible while that gap
(In fact this could be combined with the requireme

be associated with some gap in its c-command do
hierarchical structure of phrase markers, both co
from the requirement that a level of memory must

the processing of the corresponding level of th
terminated. This is an elaboration of a condition
and Maratsos, op. cit. Their condition, viz. that

empty at the termination of relative clause process

sentences such as I wonder who John thinks tha

found belong to, containing overlapping filler - gap

The island constraints could be imposed by c

higher levels of the memory store at the onset of p
constituent, and restoring access to these levels wh

island is complete. Thus for all of these constrai
there is no need for repeated matching of a hy
analysis against the constraints. A feasible altern
structure of the memory store, and include a se
control access to its various levels.

This approach can be illustrated by reference to ex

(9) The boy whom Mary teaches helped stack
(10) *My son, that Mary punished annoyed me

In (9), local lexical constraints permit the gap for t

either after teaches or after helped, but the cdetermines that the potential gap after helped is
didate. The parser could easily recognize this if

internally structured as in (12), with levels corresp

phrase marker (11).8

(11)

s
NP

NP

S

V

VP

GAP?

VP

Det N NP S helped V NP
the boy whom NP VP stack Det N
Mary V GAP? the books
teaches
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(12)

HOLD
s:

NP:

I

VP:

NP: S: whom V: GAP? VP:

Det:

N:

S:

V:

NP:

NP: VP:
V: GAP?

The filler whom is stored in HOLD at the level of the

c-command domain. At each potential gap position i
gap-filling routine can look upwards through the stor
the first potential gap position in this sentence has ac
but the second one does not.

In example (10), the Sentential Subject Constraint
HOLD store as a barrier at the S level, which block
lower gaps and higher fillers.

(13)

S

NP

Det

S

N

VP

my son COMP S V NP
that NP VP annoyed me

Mary V GAP
punished
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(14)

HOLD
S: my son
S:
island barrier -- Kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

S:

T

VP:

COMP: S: V: NP:
NP: VP:

V: GAP

Thus the gap after punished does not have access
and since no other filler is available, the word strin
as ungrammatical.
For a context free parser incorporating a GPSG
island constraints can be imposed with even less

the difference is that the constraints do not apply d

associations in sentences, but have their effect b

phrase structure rules the grammar contains, and h

available for the parser to use. The complete

structure rules consists of a basic set, roughly thos
base component of a standard transformational gram
a set of linking rules which introduce the slashed c

derived rules which have the effect of passing a

from node to node through a phrase marker until i

a trace at the lexical level (cf. (7) above). The

generated from the basic rules by metarules,9 an
metarules ensures that certain derived rules are p
not. For example, except for rules of the form X
rule with a category symbol of the form X/Y to
must have to the right of its arrow exactly the
appearing to the right of the arrow of a basic r
except only for the presence of a IY annotation
circumstances, more than one) of these symbol
that there is a basic rule VP-V . NP. PP, the der

V. NP. PP/NP is permitted (subject to other c
below); given that there is no basic rule VP -PP

rule VP/NP - PP/NP . V . NP will not be generated.
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It follows from this property of the system that a slash an
(which plays the same role in parsing as a representation of a fil
external memory store) cannot 'disappear' during a derivation
either be passed on to a lower level of the phrase marker, or
realized as a trace. Notice that this is equivalent in its effec
condition that a filler in an external memory store must have be
up by a certain stage of the parse.
The c-command condition and the island constraints can be
by further limiting the class of derived rules and linking ru
highest slashed node (i.e. the highest node with a slashed category
that is correlated with a filler will necessarily dominate the posi
the gap, and so it is sufficient to require the filler to c-comman
highest slashed node.?1 This condition will always be met in the

the ungoverned dependencies, since the correlation betw

presence of a filler in a sentence and the presence of a gap can o
ensured in this nontransformational system by having one and t

phrase structure rule introduce both the filler and the highes
node over its gap. In other words, a linking rule for an ung
dependency must be such that it provides, as sister to the slashed
introduces, a node of the same syntactic category as follows the

serve as the filler. A linking rule of the form S - NP . S/NP is pe

but a linking rule of the form S -o S/NP or S -* PP . S/NP is not. "
lexically governed dependencies the c-command issue is somewha
complex and I will return to it below.)

The island constraints can be imposed either by means of filter
the derived phrase structure grammar, or by means of condition
metarules that generate the derived phrase structure rules. Gazda

acknowledges both alternatives for the statement of his Gen
Left Branch Condition. In Section 3.4 below I will propose a co

that applies equally to basic rules and derived rules, so for unifo
will tentatively adopt the former alternative for the island const

The island filters will exclude any rule which would pass

annotation down onto the dominating node of an island constitue
example, given that sentential subjects are islands, all derived

the form S/X - S/X. VP will be prohibited. For languages in

object complements are not islands, derived rules of the form VP
V . SX will be permitted, subject to other relevant constraints. (T
these are intended primarily as illustrations, the departure from

1981, is deliberate; I think there are good reasons for assumi
neither sentential subjects nor sentential objects are noun p
Since adverbial phrases are always islands, regardless of their
This content downloaded from 146.96.24.37 on Sat, 04 Mar 2017 01:53:58 UTC
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all rules of the form X/Y -... AdvP/Y... will be
for the special case of X/AdvP -e... AdvP/AdvP .

introduce the node over an adverbial phrase gap.'2)
The metarules and even some of the filters over t

innate, and the generalizations they express ma

important factor in language aquisition. It might ap

filters, insofar as they complicate the metagram
additional burden on the parser. But this is not s

that the parser operates not with the metarules the
expanded grammar (i.e. the full set of phrase str

from application of the metarules to the basic rules)

the array of rules in the expanded grammar is restr

will be of no consequence to the parser at all. The

consider associating a filler with a gap in an illegiti
it will simply not have available the phrase struc

mediate this association. Hence there is no need f
checking mechanisms, or traffic rules governin

storage.
3.2. Governed Dependencies
The extra restrictions on certain lexically governed filler-gap depen
dencies can also be handled in this system, though in a somewhat
different manner. Let us consider first how they could be handled by a
parser using an external memory store.

The gaps for Raising and Equi are governed by similar constraints,
and I will use Equi examples to illustrate the problem. If the subject of
an Equi verb such as try is identified as a filler and (a copy of it) is put
into the memory store, it cannot be allowed to remain there throughout
processing of the associated c-command domain, but must be retrieved

and used to fill the subject position in the complement clause im
mediately beneath the try clause. As before, the parser could in principle
be allowed to try out all potential gap positions and check to see whether

this constraint is satisfied. But just as before, this would be very
inefficient; for example, it could result in an extensive and quite un
necessary garden path in the analysis of (15), with the WH filler
incorrectly assigned to the Equi gap and the error not detected until the
very end of the sentence, when the final gap will be tested and found to
be illegitimate for the Equi filler.

(15) Who did you try - to persuade Martha to get Bill to introduce
you to - ?
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The alternative tactic, of keeping track of what is permit
manipulating the accessibility of fillers in the memory store,
straightforward in this case as it is for the island constraints. W

needed is a stipulation to the effect that, just in case the matrix p

is in the Equi (or Raising) class, the verb phrase of the sub

clause is an island. Thus we might suppose that the verb try in
how induces a barrier across the HOLD store at the VP level, as i

(16) s
NP; S
who V NP VP
does John V S

try NP VP
GAPj COMP VP
to V NP

help GAP;

(17)

HOLD

S: who
S: John
V: NP: VP:
V: S:
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

NP: GAPj VP:
COMP: VP: I
V: NP: GAP,
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Then only the first gap will have access to the E
required. However, this barrier must be quite u

barriers, which block access between all gaps below
Note that the second gap in (16), which does not hav
filler, MUST have access to the WH filler, even thou
also beyond the barrier. This is a quite unprecede

Generally, if a gap does not have access to a fille

memory store, it also has no access to fillers at any
why a barrier mechanism will work. But the case of
much more intricate access control mechanism, whi
a mix of transitive and non-transitive access relatio

mechanism could be devised, but quite apart fro
plications there is also the problem that a parse

process sentences with filler - gap dependencies gov
idiosyncratic constraints that are not observed in n

A quite different approach to the Equi problem
these dependencies without recourse to the HOL

Verbs of the Equi class would be specified by the gr
with VP complements rather than with S compleme

Thus there would be no Equi gap at all in examp
Equi filler in HOLD to be accessed. The link betwe
of the subordinate verb and the subject of the m
established by semantic principles rather than by

This, of course, is the nontransformational a

structions proposed by Brame (1976) and Bresna

interest for present purposes is that this shift in t

sis, from a special transformation for Equi verb
structure rule for Equi verbs, makes an enormou
complexity of the gap-filling mechanisms that

addition to the simple barrier model for filler acces

required on the VP analysis.
The VP analysis is also, not surprisingly, the na
parser to adopt. It is worth stepping back a pace to

so. The fundamental idea behind the treatment o

dependencies in a GPSG is that a filler and its gap sh
path of specially marked nodes through the phra
there are to be no additional constraints in the syst

for defining this path is the phrase structure ru
entails that the linking path must be a tree structu
the branches and through the nodes of the phrase m
for example, a 'horizontal' path across the tree struc
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was defined by the structural descriptions of early transform
rules. Recent versions of transformational theory, which sepa
the contextual conditions on individual transformations and e

them as general (and possibly universal) binding conditions, filte
so forth, also implicitly accept that these conditions are concerne
the nodes that intervene in the tree structure between a filler and

e.g., cyclic nodes, tensed S nodes, A over A node configuratio

The only difference (apart from disagreements about the details
constraints) is that transformational theory must stipulate that
tree structure path between filler and gap that is significant, whil
structure theory entails this.

Exclusive reliance on phrase structure rules also entails tha

constraints on the linking path of slashed nodes must be analyzab

a set of purely local constraints, each concerned solely with t

tionship between adjacent levels of structure in the tree. This is
(unless we revise the standard definition of phrase structure rules
path of slashed nodes will be created one link at a time, each l
separate rule application which provides a mother node with it
ters. Global constraints relating distant nodes on the path could o

imposed by additional conditions over phrase structure deviat

else, as I will show below, by greatly increasing the number of sy
categories and rules in the grammar.

Some of the observed restrictions on fillers and gaps satis

criterion trivially since they concern just one position on the pat

they are not relational at all. For example, the fact that cert

stituents, such as nouns or determiners, cannot be extracted at a

be captured by disallowing nodes with labels of the form X/N or

The island constraints, as we have seen, are also not inherently

and can be encoded as prohibitions against certain derived

structure rules (or derived categories, as in Note 11). Other const

can be handled by means of prohibitions on linking rules. For exa
the fact that a prepositional phrase may not contain a fronted fi
captured by excluding linking rules of the form PP -* X. PP/X. B
conditions can be cast as subcategorization features in the lexic
example, the fact that the verb quip is an anti-bridge for long di

extractions amounts to the exclusion of quip from the c

[-S/NP].'7

The exclusion of slashed categories, the exclusion of phrase structure
rules, and the exclusion of subcategorization features, represent the sum
total of devices available in a GPSG for restricting the distribution of

fillers and gaps, as long as we insist that the derived grammar is to
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contain no separate component of constraints in
structure rules and lexicon. Of the three, the m
subcategorization features, which can express co-occ
between a predicate and its arguments. It follows
restrictions on the filler-gap path which can be
undue complication of the grammar will be those w
by means of subcategorization specifications on lexi
Some global constraints have been proposed whic
this format, and I will discuss these below. But ther
global condition for which the limited resouces of a
adequate and to be of considerable explanatory inter
gap for a certain type of dependency is restricted t
the other, there is more than one legitimate gap po
of choices is narrower than for other dependencies
Equi dependencies are an example of the first type
be very difficult to ensure that the path of slas
from the filler to a single predetermined position i
Suppose, for example, that there were a 'transform
Equi except that its unique gap position was the d

within the clause immediately beneath the m
proximation we could set up the rules in (18).

(18) S -NP. VP/NP
VP/NP- V. S/NP

S/NP - COMP. S/NP
S/NP ->NP. VP/NP
VP/NP - V. trace

This would ALLOW the gap to appear as direct objec
but to FORCE it to appear there we would also have

as VP/NP - V. (NP) . PP/NP and S/NP - trace. V
permit the gap to surface inside a prepositional p

position in the complement. However, these rules ar

constructions (e.g. WH-Movement constructions)
are not so restricted. Worse still, we need the last
V. trace, in order to position the gap within the

must prohibit this rule if we are to ensure that the g
direct object position within the matrix clause - a c

This problem can be solved by multiplying the

admitted by the grammar, for example by further
annotations. What is causing the trouble is that the
needs, in effect, to look up at its starting point in o
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can and must terminate. This is impossible, as long as conditio

path must be cast as local conditions relating adjacent leve

ture. But we can instead carry information about the starting
through the path, to where it is needed to control terminatio

position. To do this, we would need rules like those in (19),
provide slashed nodes with 'footprints' to guide the developme
path at lower levels of the tree.

(19) S-- NP . VP/NP(S, S, VP, trace)
VP/NP(S, S, VP, trace)- V . S/NP(S, VP, trace)
S/NP(S, VP, trace) ->COMP . S/NP(VP, trace)
S/NP(VP, trace) - NP . VP/NP(trace)
VP/NP(trace) - V. trace

Normal rules not introducing any 'footprints' would also be in
the grammar to allow for less constrained filler -gap depende

as WH-Movement constructions. Rules like SNP - trac
VP/NP- V . (NP). PP/NP, could now safely be employed

other constructions; there would be no danger of their applyi
to our imaginary direct-object-gap construction as long as the
which govern this construction are subcategorized for the 'fo

rules only.

What is wrong with this solution, of course, is (a) that it vastly
complicates the grammar for the language in question, and (b) that it
calls for a general enrichment of the theory of grammars. Once we allow

ourselves this freedom to invent new category symbols at will, it
becomes much less interesting whether we can suceed in coding all of
the constraints on fillers and gaps into the selection of phrase structure
rules. We need to make use of slash annotations just to get the project
off the ground, but the ideal to aim for is to use nothing but the slash
annotations.'8 With an unrestricted set of possible annotations on slash
annotations, we could presumably capture any imaginable constraint at
all and the theory would correspondingly have no explanatory value.
If GPS theory is correct, natural languages should be so designed that
this kind of embarassment never arises. And so they are. There is only

one case, as far as I know, in which a gap is restricted to a unique
position in a complement clause, and this is where the unique position is

the highest subject position in the complement. And, surely by no
coincidence, this is the one situation in which the gap can be correctly

positioned without recourse to any slashed nodes at all. The general
designation for a clause that contains a noun phrase gap is S/NP, and
S/NP is not in general equivalent to any basic, unslashed, category. The
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one exception to this is an S/NP which has its gap in it

position, which is equivalent to VP.19 Thus some p
complements contain a gap can be subcategorized for
category S/NP (e.g., toolenough predicates), while
categorized for the more specific category VP (e.g. E
Raising predicates). The former will have a gap anyw

complements (except inside an island); the latter will h

highest subject position only; and no other cases wil

1981, I argued that the fact that some dependencies, b
restricted to highest subject gap positions is consistent
principle that gap and filler distributions are as narrow
preserving the expressive function of the construction
also emphasized that a grammar is unlikely to contain

excludes expressively unimportant filler or gap pos

constraint can be simply stated in grammatical terms.

Bresnan and Brame proposed the VP analysis as a m

an Equi or Raising transformation. In a system w

transformational rules at all, there is an explanation f

only case of its kind, i.e. why there are no other depen

unique positions for a gap within a complement cl
point is that once a predicate is subcategorized for S
its gap to appear other than in highest subject posi
ment, its gap position cannot be subjected to any r
except those that apply quite generally to all de
language (e.g., the island constraints). A GPSG is

modate two different types of filler - gap dependency w

slashed categories, which both have the same catego

which are subject to different constraints.20 If the ran
positions is narrowed down for one kind of dependenc
tically be narrowed down for all others as well. The re

path of slash annotations has set off on its route d

phrase marker, it loses sight of the filler that trigger
so the contextual properties of the filler cannot contr

developed at lower levels. More precisely, this is po
additional explicitly global constraints are permitted

straints are simulated by the sort of 'footprint' treatm

The former we are forswearing in the interests of restr

the latter, as we have seen, would be very costly in te
and rules, so that if a grammar did ever get itself i
should be extremely unstable and susceptible to simpli
generations of speakers.
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It should be noted that the (near) impossibility of two
different sets of constraints on slashed node paths applies
the additional restrictions on one of the constructions do n

unique position for the gap. This is the case for Passive, To

ment and Too/Enough Deletion constructions in English. The c

then, is to account for each of these cases either without r
slashed categories, or by finding some acceptable (non-gl
inflationary) way of imposing the special constraints on s

gories.
For Passive constructions this is easy; they can be handled in a phrase

structure grammar without any slashed categories, as Bresnan and
others have argued. Admittedly, Wasow (1977) distinguished between
passive adjectives and passive verbs, and argued that the former are
lexically derived and the latter are transformationally derived. However,
it is the adjective/verb contrast that is most strongly motivated. It is not

obvious that there is any real bar to deriving both types of Passive
lexically, and Wasow himself has since proposed such an analysis
(Wasow, 1980). I will now present some evidence indicating that a
Passive transformation, if there were one, would have to be subjected to
a more stringent constraint than other transformations. In GPSG terms,

this amounts to an argument to the effect that even verbal passive
constructions contain no slashed nodes.

Slash annotations serve two purposes in a GPSG. They pass gap
information down through phrase markers and thus allow for unbounded

filler-gap relations. But also, they make it possible to categorize 'in
complete' constituents, i.e. phrases that are exactly like basic phrase
types except that they contain gaps. Passive is bounded. Therefore the
easiest way generate passive constructions without undue complications
in GPSG is to generate them without slashed nodes. But so generated,

passive constructions will not be able to contain incomplete con
stituents. There is some freedom in the position of a Passive gap in
English, but interestingly, this freedom stops short of the point at which
it would give rise to incomplete constituents.

For sentences such as John was insulted (by Mary) we need rules as
in (20).21

(20) VP - be. VPpass

VPpass Vpass (PP)

For This bed has been slept in (by Mary) we must add the rule (21).

(21) VPpass - Vpass. P. (PP)
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For John was taken advantage of (by Mary) we mus

(22) VPpass Vpass. NP. P.(PP)

In a sense, the rules (21) and (22) introduce incom
phrases, but they don't need slashed categories
because they can take advantage of the fact that
which has a noun phrase gap as its daughter is e
position (just as a clause which has a noun phrase
equivalent to a VP). That is, the effect of the in
PP/NP can be achieved by means of the complete
P, just in case the NP gap is to appear IMMEDIA

node. Furthermore, a predicate (e.g. a passiv

categorized for such a freestanding P just in case th

of a PP which is an argument to that predicate.

creating a gap would leave behind an irremediably in
and therefore would demand the use of slashed cate

slashed categories would be needed if there were

constructions such as *This company was insulted th
the gap inside the direct object argument to the ve
been stepped on the lid of, with the gap inside the

but not its daughter. It might be suggested tha
excluded not by any special fact about Passive, b
restriction such as the A-over-A Constraint or
Phrase Constraint. I think this idea must be rejec
these constraints (however they are to be formal
squishy; they can be violated (in the absence of
see Koster, 1978) without much loss of acceptabili
tion on Passive is much stricter. Thus the Passiv
considerably less acceptable than the correspondi

Which company did you insult the director of?, Thi

stepped on the lid of. Unlike Passive, WH-Move
slashed categories and is therefore permitted to c

stituents, subject only to general (and often squishy

My argument, then, is that Passive construction
contain incomplete constituents because they do

nodes, and they must not contain slashed nod
bounded (and because English also contains unbo
so that slashed node paths in English cannot be g
bounded domains). This point is completely gener
all dependencies in all languages. A GPSG gives a
between a bounded dependency of a certain type
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incomplete constituents, or an unbounded dependency which c
incomplete constituents (of any kind, except those that happe
ruled out by island constraints). It is this correlation between
properties of filler-gap dependencies (assuming that it is inde
versal) which indicates that the right way to cope with the
restrictions on slashed node paths for Passive is not to empl
slashed node paths at all (equivalently, in a transformational gram
use the phrase structure rules and the lexicon rather than a
formational rule).
I turn now to the more challenging case of Tough Movem
Too/Enough Deletion dependencies, which are unbounded and ther

apparently must involve slashed categories. I will use Too/

examples to illustrate the special restriction on these construc

First I will consider how it might be accommodated by a parser w

external memory store for fillers. Then I will return to the

solution to the problem.
The special restriction is that a Too/Enough construction canno
its gap in the matrix clause, but only in the complement clause.23
say John is too concerned with himself for other people to enjoy
to -, with the gap in the complement, but not *John is too co
with - for other people to enjoy talking to him, with the gap in th
clause, even though the latter sentence would mean exactly the s
the former if it were grammatical. (Note that the Crossover Con
Postal, 1971, would predict the opposite, i.e. that the first occurr

the two anaphors to John should be the one that is gapped. C
*Whoi was Mary too concerned with himi for other people

talking to - ? and Who, was Mary too concerned with -, for othe
to enjoy talking to hims?. Thus the special restriction on Too/

gaps is not a consequence of any general restriction on all fi

dependencies.)

For a parser which puts a filler into an external memory sto
would mean that the filler for a Too/Enough construction m
inaccessible during the processing of constituents in the matr
prior to the complement. All daughters to the AP, other th

complement clause, would in effect be islands for a Too/Enough f

even though they are not islands for a WH filler. As for th

examples discussed,earlier, the necessary traffic rules governing
to the memory store would be very intricate. The insertion of som

of barrier, triggered by the Too/Enough predicate, would be need
close off access to the memory cell containing the subject filler d
processing of the 'island' daughters of the AP, and to re-establish
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at the start of processing of the complement cl
positions within the 'island' constituents would n

at or above the memory level corresponding to the S

node, because of sentences such as Who was J

with- to be able to concentrate on his studies? H

another case of non-transitivity of access, requiring

mechanism.

An alternative would be to postpone entering the Too/Enough filler
into the memory until the beginning of the complement clause, so that it

is not accessible to matrix clause gaps. But this would introduce other
complications, since fillers for other constructions (e.g. WH-Movement
dependencies) must be accessible from the time they are encountered in

the input string. Too/Enough constructions would require some ad
ditional memory tagging device so that the parser would know, when it
started processing the complement clause, that there was a filler in the

matrix clause to be put into store; or else a check would have to be
made, at the start of processing ANY complement clause, to see whether
there was a filler in the matrix that had not yet been put into the store.

The GPSG treatment is very much simpler, because it builds the
accessibility or non-accessibility of fillers into the grammatical rules.
The potential gap domain for a Too/Enough filler consists solely of the
complement clause (minus any islands within it). If the path of slashed

nodes were to begin at the level of the filler (as it does for WH
constructions), the gap domain could be captured in the grammar only
by a global restriction on the slashed node path, or by an expensive
non-global simulation of a global restriction. The only feasible solution,

therefore, is to start the path of slashed nodes at the top of the
complement clause (as in Gazdar, ms. b). The structure would be (23)
rather than (24).

(23) s
NP

VP

John V AP
is

A

too

PP

S/NP

concerned
with himself
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(24) s
NP VP/NP
John V AP/NP

is

A

too

PP

S/NP

concerned
with

It

is

not

appear

at

always

a

P

NP

f

himself

possible

distance

from

fo

the

would then be no way to cap
of the filler and the presen
global condition on phrase m
and

the

global

highest

slashed

condition

falls

node

W

within

And it will do this just in case
gap (i.e. the constituent domin

arguments

to

the

same

le

Too/Enough constructions, ph
generated by means of the us

lexical feature subcategorizi
plements.25 Note that unlik
discussed above, this analysi
only

in

a

grammar

which

mak

available for subcategorizatio
This solution to the proble

dependencies

has

several

n

lexical government of 'transf
all the known properties of su

lexical

government.

(i)

We

c

constructions in which the pot
from the filler than in Too/E

at the top of a complement
predicate.26 The globality of
highest slashed node cannot
and there is no precedent fo
argument

of

one

predicate
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within an argument to the first.27 (ii) The fact t
traditionally been taken to govern transformatio

cates follows from the fact that is predicates

categorization features. (iii) The fact that the set
thought of as governing a transformation typica
uniform semantic class follows from the fact that
meanings tend to have similar subcategorization

that WH-Movement and Topicalization constru

governed follows from the fact that their fillers

positions for which predicates could be subcate
dencies can be subject to bridge conditions wh
throughout the slashed node path, but not to any

out the matrix predicate.28) And the fact that W
calization are not lexically governed predicts in tu
the sisterhood condition (i.e. that the filler must b

slashed node).
A parser incorporating the GPSG rules and fe
constructions will need no special mechanism

sentences like The chair is too red to put - next t
sentences like *The chair is red to put - next to t

John is too concerned with himself for other

to - but to reject *John is too concerned with - f

talking to him. Since the gaps for Too/Enough con

(unlike the gaps for Tough constructions with sub
parser will of course have to contend with some t

about whether the matrix subject is or is not

ambiguity that is inherent in the language; any so

to cope with it somehow, since the initial fragme
string simply does not contain enough informati
An optimal parser must, of course, have some eff
with inherent temporary ambiguities, but it mus

use of relevant grammatical information when

exist. It is here, I contend, that a GPSG parser wi
that uses a filler store to simulate transformation

3.3. Inherently Global Constraints
Before turning to the problems that face a GPSG

its advantages. First, we have seen that a pars
memory store can cope with the structural co

tribution only to the extent that the memory is
corresponding to the layers of a phrase marker. A
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nodes of a phrase marker for filler storage and thus its memory nec
sarily has the requisite layered structure. Second, we have seen that

external memory parsers the constraints on gap distribution req

on-line switching in and out of filler accessibility, while a GPSG par
has nothing special to do at run time since the constraints apply at t
stage of rule generation by the metarules. Third, we have seen that

of the special constraints on governed rules greatly complicate

mechanisms for controlling access to an external filler store, but a G

can take advantage of independently needed grammatical devices

as subcategorization features to impose these constraints.
We have also noted some important linguistic benefits. The restrict
format of a GPSG provides an explanation for the kinds of constrain
that can limit gap distribution. The constraints can only refer to no

on a tree-walking path between the filler and its gap. The c-comm

constraint and the island constraints are of this kind. They also mee
locality requirement which follows from the fact that phrase struct

rules relate only adjacent levels of phrase markers. Because all sla
node paths must be free to develop in the same way as they pass
through phrase markers, it also follows that an unbounded dependen
can be subject to iodiosyncratic restrictions only to the extent that
affect the upper end of its slashed node path, and then only within
limits of globality appropriate to subcategorization restrictions. It a
follows that a bounded dependency (in a language which also per
unbounded dependencies) must be generated without reliance on slash
categories, and therefore can leave behind only complete constitu
and can have its gap only in the matrix clause or as highest sub
within a complement. The fact that a phrase structure syntax c
correlate the presence of a gap with the presence of a filler only
means of subcategorization, or by having the filler and the hig
slashed node introduced by one and the same rule, entails the 'si
hood condition' on the filler and highest slashed node of an ungovern
dependency, but predicts that the filler and the highest slashed node

need to be co-arguments of the same predicate in the case of gove
dependencies. Finally, the characteristic properties of lexical gov
ment follow, as noted, from the characteristic properties of lex
subcategorization.

I would stress that every one of these points follows in turn, eith
directly or indirectly, from the decision not to permit any conditio
phrase structure derivations other than those which are implicit in
selection of phrase structure rules in the grammar. The mere em

ment of slashed categories in phrase structure rules, in place of t
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formational rules, could make little difference to th

of grammars and hence to the explanatory adequa
grammars, as long as other syntactic devices wit
power are not excluded. It is the decision to emp
phrase structure rules in the syntactic component
sible to predict so many of the facts about fille

natural languages. To give up this very stringent res
of grammars would therefore be to give up a great d
it is important to consider not only the examples w
also the cases where it looks as if it might fail.
It is clear what the form of counterexamples would

genuinely global restrictions on slashed node path
ple, then, would be a case in which a gap could be

filler by a path of slashed nodes including, say, n
nodes and one NP node in any sequence. Some exa

to be of this kind can be accounted for by a m

treatment of islands in a GPSG which is independent
will outline this approach before turning to the mor

ples.

We have already had occasion to note that at least some island

constraints are squishy. What this means is that the rule that passes a
gap annotation down onto the relevant node is not absolutely prohibited
but is marked. This seems to be the case for extractions from noun

phrases, which, as Koster (1978) notes, are sensitive to a variety of
factors such as semantic cohesiveness and simplicity of other aspects of
the construction. It seems reasonable to suppose that the markedness of
an extraction is the sum (or some other function) of the markedness of
each of the transitions on the path from the filler to its gap. If so, we can

account for the fact that many speakers reject extractions from a noun

phrase within a noun phrase (e.g. Who did you see a photograph of a
portrait of?), without imposing an explicitly global constraint on extrac
tion paths in the grammar. Instead of a global island-like constraint that

would permit one NP node on the path but prohibit two, we could
attribute the unnaccceptability judgements to the building up of mar
kedness through the path.29 It would be in keeping with the spirit of the
parsing model proposed here to assume that the parser can take account
on-line of this build up of markedness, in order to estimate whether the
analysis that it is pursuing for a word string is plausible, and perhaps
reject it in favor of some alternative analysis if the markedness value

rises above some threshold. This might seem to presuppose com
putations comparable to those for the 'footprint' annotations on nodes
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that I rejected earlier. But in fact all that the parser would ne

to put some kind of 'unlikelihood' flag on each marked n

constructed, and carry this down through the path towards th
idea needs further study, but it seems to me that this kind o

hood-flagging device might be needed in order to simulate

formance even within a transformational system, given that t
a grammar are not all employed with equal frequency in perf

A case which is not amenable to this approach is provided

(1978), in his analysis of extraction in Italian.30 In GPSG term
claim is that a gap can appear at the bottom of a path of slash
containing a declarative S above an interrogative S (i.e. an S
element as its daughter), but no gap can appear at the bottom

of slashed nodes containing an interrogative S above a de

Since exactly the same nodes appear on the path in both cases,

summation of individual node markedness values will dist
tween them.
I can imagine two possible responses to this problem. One is to reject
the data, or at least to argue for a modification of Rizzi's assignment of

questionable examples to the categories of grammatical and ungram
matical sentences. I believe that those who are better equipped than I
am to judge are inclined to think that the dubious examples might be
differently analyzed, but that so far there is no general agreement on an
alternative to Rizzi's treatment. The other alternative is to try to adapt

Rizzi's own analysis, which relies crucially on Subjacency.
Gazdar has no analog to Subjacency in his system at present, but at
least for English a comparable effect could be achieved if passage of a
slash annotation through either an S or an NP node was blocked, but a
rule was added to allow a slash annotation at the top of a complement
clause to be cashed out as a trace, and a new path of slashed nodes to be
initiated with this trace as its filler. For Italian, however, Rizzi's analysis
clearly requires that transmission of a slashed node be blocked only at
the second of two cyclic nodes, and this entails at least a limited variant
of the footprint approach - the slashed nodes on the path would have to
be tagged with information about dominating cyclic nodes.

Apart from this case, the evidence for Subjacency is surprisingly
equivocal. The most striking motivation is the unification it permits of

the Complex NP Constraint and WH-Island Constraint, and the cor
relation between the latter and the impossibility of extracting from
subject noun phrases. However, Rizzi indicates (op. cit., footnote 25)
that extraction from subjects is far from invariably acceptable in Italian.

Also, Subjacency does not subsume the Sentential Subject Constraint in
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English unless it is assumed that S subjects are im
by NP, but this would have some unwelcome conseq
grammar would then be able to generate preposit

ing sentential objects, such as *of that John is here)

Complex NP constraint and the WH-Island Constr
somewhat squishy in English. Since it is presuma

matter whether NP has a COMP position, or w

node can be doubly filled, it must be Subjacency its
condition; and this predicts that a given speaker wi

the two kinds of island constraint equally accept
(when other factors are controlled). This, I thin
appear to be speakers, for example, who hold v
WH-Island Constraint but less strictly to the Com
Positing independent island constraints (or rather,

ness assignments) for complex NPs, WH constru
phrases and clauses loses the elegance of Chomsk
terms of Subjacency, but it looks as if the extr

needed. For these reasons I can come to no firm con

it remains to be seen whether the proper treatmen

turn out to rely on a full-fledged version of Sub

stretch a GPSG beyond the limits I have been urgin

3.4. Filters
There are other phenomena that threaten the strict locality of the
constraints in a GPSG. I would emphasize that I am considering them
here not as a source of positive support for GPS theory, but as the
strongest possible challenge to the theory. The question is whether they
can be accommodated by the most restricted version of the theory, or

whether they demand new types of grammatical devices in addition to
phrase structure rules and lexical features. It is worth observing that the
phenomena in question call for special treatment within a transfor

mational grammar; they are more or less coextensive with the
phenomena that have been handled by means of surface filters and
transderivational constraints.

The Fixed Subject Constraint, for example, (or, if one prefers, the
for-to filter and the that-trace filter) is a minor constraint which is
annoyingly difficult to handle other than as a filter over (surface) phrase
markers. For the examples involving that, the constraint says in effect

that the rule S/NP - trace. VP may apply only if the S/NP over this
S/NP is the highest slashed node on the path (as in the boy that - loves
cauliflower), or if the S/NP has no lexical COMP as its sister (as in Who
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do you think - loves cauliflower?). Since the rule that introduces C
and the rule that would introduce the subject trace are distinct
ing, as I think we must for other reasons, that COMP is not siste

subject and verb phrase nodes under S), it is clear that th

dependency between the two rules which requires some specia

ment.

Gazdar (1981) has proposed the following rules (with details adapted

here).

/iwho

(25) ({R that }) S/NP
S/NP -NP. VP/NP but *S/NP - trace. VP

Cwhol

R { [thatj' *VP

S/NP

VP/NP - V. S/NP

VP

The first and second of these rules allow for relative clauses whos

are not in highest subject position. The prohibited rule woul
highest subject gaps but would simultaneously permit Fixed

violations lower down on a slashed node path. Since this

excluded, the third rule is needed; this provides for highest subje

without the use of slashed nodes, and thus without permittin
annotation to be passed down to the subject position of an em
complement clause. Having thus removed the danger of Fixed
violations, some other means is needed for generating a gap in
position of a complement when no complementizer is present.

achieved by the fourth rule in (25), which trades on the equivalen

VP and S/NP when the gap is in subject position.
Unfortunately, this analysis destroys the uniformity of th

treatment of unbounded filler-gap relations. Apart from this cas
gap for an unbounded dependency will always be filled with an ex
trace. But the third and fourth rules of (25) do not introduce any
subject of the VP.32 In the case of the third rule, we might thin
who and that not as fillers in a sort of COMP position associated w

non-trace gap in subject position, but as themselves occupyin
subject position. For the fourth rule, however, no such cons

possible. Perhaps it is inappropriate to quibble about this, since Ga
analysis can in fact handle the semantics of this construction,
the proper agreement features on the verb, without there being a
the subject gap position. Also, the substitution of a tensed VP nod
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tensed S with a highest subject gap looks to be exac
substitution of an infinitival VP node for an infini
subject gap, which I have endorsed in the case of
the former move may not be as defensible as the la
some uneasiness about permitting a phrase structur
tensed VP with no NP or trace as its subject.
That these qualms are warranted is indicated by th

analysis loses a potential generalization about th
phrase structure rules. Ideally, one would like t

condition on the phrase structure grammar such tha

to generate a tensed VP other than as sister to an
under S. This condition may be too strong for so
least for languages like English it would capture t
verb is a verb inflected for number and person in
subject, and so must have a subject to agree with.

could be imposed, it would entail that there can be
Raising where the complement is a tensed VP, i.e. th

be subcategorized for a tensed VP complement i
with a highest subject gap (e.g. *John seems - is

will win). In other words, this one very natural con

of the metarules does the work of the Tensed S
with the 'escape hatch' for unbounded dependen
dependencies, whether or not they show explicit
WH constituent). Furthermore, given that fillers

this same constraint entails that a tensed VP cannot

VP can. This certainly seems to be true for Top

fight for his country he did but *... and fought for
for Right Node Raising (e.g. John says he will, and
contribute to the picnic fund but *John says he, an
contribute to the picnic fund), even though both
other major constituents. It would be nice, theref

native to Gazdar's treatment of the Fixed Subject

native that makes it possible to maintain this gener

VPs.

One possibility is to admit that there can after all b
structure derivations, even though this would comp
the uniform model of parsing with a GPS grammar

filters would certainly need to be constrained, just a
theory, in order to preserve the explanatory value

tions on the form of GPS grammars. There are
Fixed Subject Constraint is quite unlike the island
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thing, it seems to be extremely superficial and sensitive only to

adjacency of specific lexical items. Sentence (26) is ill-forme

expected, but (27) is surprisingly better. It is as if the or not in

though it presumably does not change the structure in any relevant w
separates the whether and the gap sufficiently for the sentence to s

past the filter. (This example is based on a sentence heard in a n

broadcast.)

(26) *Surgeons will be operating on the tumor, which they
uncertain whether - is malignant.

(27) ?Surgeons will be operating on the tumor, which they

uncertain whether or not - is malignant.

It may also be significant that even parasitic gaps (Engdahl, ms.), wh

can violate at least some island constraints, must respect the FS
Compare Which student does everyone who's met -admire-?
* Which student does the fact that - cheated upset - ?.

For these reasons, I am not quite convinced that we can do with
limited class of very superficial, perhaps not even structure-depende
filters. But since there may be a way around these observations (
'mere performance' explanation of (27)), it would be unwise to giv

too soon on Gazdar's idea that the FSC can be built into the phr

structure rules. An alternative way of achieving this is by recognizi

distinction between two varieties of S node. The point is that t
globality of the FSC is minimal; the constraint relates one level
phrase marker, where the lexical COMP would appear, with the n
level beneath it, where the subject gap would appear. Just one level

to be bridged, so just one 'footprint' would be needed. The follow

minor modification of Gazdar's rules will serve:

/'who~\

(28) R ({that}) Se/NP

Se/NP -NP . VP/NP but *Se/NP - trace. VP

fwho1

R that JVP
VP/NP V. iS/NP but *VP/NP-V.VP
The first and second rules here differ from those in (25) only in that S is

replaced by Se. Given this change, we can retain for S both S/NP-*
NP. VP/NP and S/NP - trace. VP. In other words, some clauses can
have highest subject gaps, even though relative clauses cannot. What
looks like a highest subject gap in a relative is covered by the third rule
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in (28), which is identical to Gazdar's (and preserv

*I know a man who Bill saw and liked Mary).

complementizers will be categorized as Se and w
allowed to have highest subject gaps. This is achie
rule S - COMP . S' (from which we can derive S/N

but excluding the rule S COMP. S (from whi

*S/NP COMP . S/NP). Complements without comp

categorized as S, and therefore can have highest sub
can dispense with the troublesome bottom line of G
Informally, the new category Se can be thought of

clause that is immediately dominated by another

alternatively, if the grammar for some reason cont

will represent a clause which has a lexical sister
dominated by another sentential node). There is

distinction between S and Se in German, where com

by dass have verb final constituent order and are
ments without a complementizer have the same c
main clauses and are not islands. Thus in German,
for expanding S and Se differ (though in English

NP. VP).

Despite the addition of a new sentential node, this analysis is not
noticeably more complex than Gazdar's.34 The general proposal, illus
trated by this analysis and by the facts about German complements, is

that one degree of 'footprinting' on nodes is tolerated in natural lan
guages. This is not very surprising, since the introduction of one new
node type adds relatively little to the complexity of the grammar. It is
the more flagrant and explosive multiplication of node types illustrated
in (19) above that would be expected to offend the simplicity metric. The
Fixed Subject Constraint, on this analysis, emerges as an idiosyncratic,
minor complexity in the grammar of English. No filter is required, and
the general constraint on the distribution of tensed VPs can be retained.

3.5. No-ambiguity Constraints

No-ambiguity constraints in the worst case are inherently trans
derivational,35 and are an embarrassment to any grammatical theory

since the properties of sentences they care about tend not to be

properties that are naturally defined in grammatical terms. I will con
centrate here on the Nested Dependency Constraint (NDC), which is the
major no-ambiguity constraint on filler-gap associations.
The NDC is generally thought of as a constraint that is sensitive only
to the linear sequence of gaps and fillers in a word string. In my own
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previous work (Fodor, 1978) I gave the formulation (29), whi
no reference to domination relationships in phrase markers

mulation makes the grammaticality predictions in (30), and I arg

these predictions are correct (though a few cases cannot be

because the relevant examples do not exist for independent reas

(29) NDC: If there are two or more filler-gap dependencies in
sentence, their scopes may not intersect if either disjo
nested dependencies are compatible with the well-for
ness conditions of the language.

(30) ungrammatical grammatical

(i) F,FjGiGj (v) FiFjGjGi
(ii) GiGjF,Fj (vi) GiGjFjFi
(iii) FiGGiFj (vii) FiGiGjFj

(iv) GiFiFiGi (viii) GiFiFjGj
(ix) FiGiFjGj
(x) FiGjFjGi

(xi) GiFiGjF
(xii) GiFjGjF

A parser with an external memory store for fillers and gaps will
presumably accumulate them 'from left to right' as it processes the word
string, and it thus seems well equipped to take account of a constraint

concerning their sequence. For a parser incorporating a GPS grammar
and no external memory store for fillers and gaps, the NDC is more of a
challenge. If it is not to be cast as a filter over phrase markers, it must
somehow be incorporated, like the other constraints discussed above, as
a restriction on the rules in the derived phrase structure grammar, and
specifically on the derived rules that transmit gap information through
phrase markers. But the metarules which define these derived rules do

not themselves have any direct access to information about the
sequence of items in the terminal strings of phrase markers, and so they

would seem to be eminently unsuitable as a means for imposing the
NDC. In fact, as I will show, the situation is brighter than one might

have expected.
First let us consider in somewhat more detail how a HOLD model

could accommodate the constraint. It has often been observed that the

parser would be unable to establish the prohibited filler-gap asso
ciations if the HOLD store were a push-down store. I have argued
(Fodor, 1978) that this observation does not provide an EXPLANATION
for the fact that nested dependencies are permitted and intersecting
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dependencies are prohibited, rather than vice ver

turn some explanation, or at the very least some in
for the fact that HOLD is a stack rather than a que
internal structure of HOLD has been elaborated in o

c-command and island constraints, it must be adm

natural no-ambiguity constraint on multiple fillers a

be the NDC rather than its converse. (Actually, t

constructions with two filler-first dependencies, as

other cases there may be additional complicatio
relevant linguistic facts in a GPSG framework

attempt to spell out here their implications for HO

In a simple push-down store or stack, the relat

fillers depends on the order in which they entered
turn depends (for a strictly left-to-right parser) on

the sentence. The order in which fillers are rem

depends on their positions within it, and hence also
in the sentence. Because of this, it is possible to ensu
are already in the store when a gap is encountered,

be associated with the gap, as required by th

mediately obvious how one might integrate this
complex kind of HOLD store whose internal struc

the phrase marker, for in such a store the positions
determined by their height in the phrase marker, r

linear order. However, at least for the case of tw
dencies, this is a distinction without a difference

condition entails that height and linear order will b

as long as the two fillers cannot be sisters (whi

subcase of the NDC is therefore equivalent to the r
first gap must be associated with the lower of the tw

This could be imposed as a sort of minimal distan
in HOLD; i.e., a gap searching upwards through HOL

be required to accept the first filler it encountered. A

of barrier mechanism outlined above could be e

HOLD already contains a filler when a second (lower
a barrier is established over the lower filler and rem

filler has been assigned to a gap. If intersecting
dependencies were required by the grammar,

mechanism would not work. Such a constraint would

more complex access control system similar to th
connection with the special constraints on Equi a
structions.
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The fact that the NDC is a no-ambiguity constraint complica

picture somewhat. For example, the barrier blocking access to the
filler should be inserted if and only if the two fillers are of t
category (which presupposes some mechanism for comparing f
different levels of the store); and the barrier should be inserted o

the gap in question has access to the lower filler. Nevertheless, it

clear that in general the HOLD model can more easily accomm
prohibition on intersecting dependencies than a prohibition on

dependencies.
A GPSG can also trade on the correlation between the linea

and the structural height of fillers. In fact the NDC can be refor
as the condition that the gap annotation associated with a higher
cannot be passed down to a position between a lower filler and
This is clearly equivalent to the NDC for case (i) of (30), given

first filler will be higher than the second. It also covers case (ii),
the second filler is higher than the first (see the discussion be
covers case (iii) whichever filler is higher. And case (iv) will never
because it is incompatible with the c-command condition.

The extent of the lower filler-gap dependency is thus like an
with respect to the higher dependency. Unlike the standard
constructions, however, the domain of a filler-gap dependen
generally not a complete constituent dominated by a single node,

NDC cannot be cast as a prohibition against passing a slash ann
down onto a node that dominates all and only the island. The
would resemble the standard island constraints in this respect

example, the minimal phrase containing both the lower filler and
counted as an island. This would permit structures such as (31), w

double-slashed nodes, and disallow all structures containing d

slashed nodes, such as (32). But examples like (32) are well-formed
double-slashed nodes must be admitted. The NDC must make distin

among double-slashed nodes, based on the sequence of their ga
tations.
If the lower filler is part of a filler-first dependency, the NDC must
prevent the gap annotation associated with the higher filler from being
passed down to the left of the gap annotation for the lower filler; if the
lower filler is part of a gap-first dependency, the NDC must prevent the
gap annotation associated with the higher filler from being passed down
to the right of the gap annotation for the lower filler. To achieve this, we
need a restriction on the sequence of multiple slash annotations within a
single category symbol, and a restriction on how these slash annotations
can be passed on through the tree.
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(31) s
NP VP

IV
/\
S

I

wonder

what

NP

NP

S/NPi

VP/NP,

he V S PP/NP

said COMP S P trace,
that NP VP for
the paint V AP

was A VP/NP1
easy to VP/NP;

V tracej
stir

(32)
s
NP VP

IV
/\
S

I

wonder

NP

S/NP,

what NP VP/NP;

he V S/NPi
said COMP S/NP

that NP VP/NPj
the paint V AP/NP,

was A VP/NP, NP,

easy to VP/NPj NPi
V trace PP/NP

stir P trace/
with
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Let us consider first the case of ungoverned dependencies, where the
linking rule for the lower dependency will be of the form shown in (33).36

(33) X -. Y. X/Y (filler-first)
X - X/Y. Y (gap-first)
The restriction (34) limits the positions in which the gap annotation for a

higher dependency can be placed by rules that are derived from these
linking rules. The restriction (35) will ensure that the annotations for two
gaps of the same category will not change their linear order as they pass
down through the phrase marker.

(34) *X/Z -e Y. XIZI Y (lower dependency filler-first)
*X/Z - X/ Y/Z. Y (lower dependency gap-first)

(35) *X/Y,/iY - * . Z/YJI
* w/Y * for all i, j.
I 'trace1..J*. ttrace,
For governed dependencies such as Too/Enough and Tough con
structions, we will need prohibitions similar to those in (34) and (35), but

the fact that these dependencies do not have to meet the sisterhood

condition (see p. 189) creates a special problem in the case of the

analogue to (34). Note that (34) takes advantage of the fact that the filler
for the lower dependency is mentioned in the linking rule which intro
duces the slash annotation that will be passed down to gap; the form of
the constraint is sensitive to the position of this filler. But for a governed
dependency for which the linking rule does not identify the filler, the
linking rule will not reveal whether the lower dependency is filler-first or
gap-first, and thus it cannot determine the form of the constraint. In

English there appear to be no governed gap-first dependencies, so a
prohibition similar to the first one in (34) is always what is needed. But

unless there are universal limitations on the direction of governed
dependencies, some more principled solution must be found. I will
therefore tentatively adopt the suggestion of Note 20, that reverse
slashes should be used for gap-first dependencies. Then (34) and (35)
must be reformulated as (36) and (37).

(36) X I Z-. . . I where or\.
*x Z-,... W\Y IZ

(37) ?*X\IY\Y. {ZY f... WIYi,
... forall i,j.
X IY. z1trace1
I traceiJ
'
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In other words, no derived rule may pass a slash

category symbol before a / annotation or after a \ a
slash annotations of the same category this ordering

as a double-slashed category is expanded.37
The NDC has also been invoked for bounded dep
not involve slashed categories and therefore will n

(34) and (35), or (36) and (37). In Fodor (1978) I gave t

which a WH dependency intersects a Heavy NP S

dency.

(38) *[Which library]i did you steal - from - iyesterday [an auto
graphed copy of Syntactic Structures]j?
This is ungrammatical even though there is no motivation for generating

HNPS dependencies with anything other than the basic rule VP
V .APdP NP (see Note 19 above). But what I failed to point out in
1978 is that such examples differ from the more familiar examples with

two unbounded dependencies in that they are ungrammatical even
though there is no potential ambiguity as to which filler is associated
with which gap. Thus in (38), independent grammatical restrictions
prevent the second filler from being associated with the second gap; the
intersecting dependency reading is therefore the only legitimate one, and
if the relevant constraint were a no-ambiguity constraint this intersecting
dependency reading should be permitted.

It appears, then, that examples like (38) are excluded by some con
straint other than the NDC.38 What I propose is that a marked syntactic
configuration tends to act as an island, and that the strength of the island
is roughly proportional to the degree of markedness of the construction.

An HNPS construction is more marked than the corresponding con
struction with the direct object immediately following the verb, and it
appears that the metarules may not apply to the phrase structure rule for

HNPS constructions to generate derived rules which would introduce
gaps into the marked verb phrase.39 (The general suggestion here
obviously bears a close resemblance to the Freezing Principle of Wexler

and Culicover, 1980, though the definition of a 'frozen node' does not
make reference to transformational operations.)

This approach will also handle Passive constructions. Example (41)
has the unmarked Passive in which the direct object has been fronted,
and this is compatible with a WH dependency; example (42) contains the
highly marked Passive construction, restricted to just a few idioms, in
which the fronted noun phrase is the object of a preposition following
the direct object, and this is not compatible with a WH dependency.
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(39)
S
NP VP

I V

wonder NP; S/NP
who NP VP/NPi

advantage V Vpss /

was Vpass PP/NP;

taken P tracei
of

(40)
* S

NP VP

IIV S
S

wonder
how

advantage j

NP;

much

S/N
NP

John V Vpass/NPi

was Vpass fracei P
taken of

Extraposing a PP from a no
struction. Thus even if it cou
new book came out yesterday
categories (see Note 19), so tha
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fillers can't be gapped (see Note 10), there would st

for why the extraposed PP cannot be fronted, as
book came out yesterday.
There are also signs of the islandhood of mark

double prepositional phrase examples. A verb

preferred sequence for its prepositional phrase argu

any sequence is acceptable. As predicted, extracti
PPs is somewhat less acceptable when they are i
Thus for write, the sequence write with NP on N

marked than the sequence write on NP with NP, an
(41) and (42) seem to be a little less natural than th

(41) (a) What did you write on the wall with?
(b) What did you write with on the wall?

(42) (a) What did you write on with the crayon?
(b) What did you write with the crayon on?

For some speakers, there is even a subtle difference

talk with. The preferred sequence appears to be

rather than talk about NP to NP, but talk about NP

talk with NP about NP. Once again, this shows up a
in the naturalness of the question forms, with the
the (b) form in (43)-(46).

(43) (a) What did you talk to John about?
(b) What did you talk about to John?

(44) (a) Who did you talk to about the homewor
(b) Who did you talk about the homework to

(45) (a) Who did you talk about the homework w
(b) Who did you talk with about the homework
(46) (a) What did you talk about with John?
(b) What did you talk with John about?

To summarize: my earlier attempt to generalize
most familiar unbounded filler-first examples st

tions of fillers and gaps to the exclusion of any ref

relationships and the effects of the c-command

included some examples which must be attributed t
Once these points are cleared up, it appears that t
formulated as a constraint on the phrase structure
None of this provides an explanation for the e
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straint, or for why it excludes intersecting rather than nested dep
dencies. It is generally agreed, I think, that no explanation based
formal limitations on grammars for natural languages is likely to

forthcoming. The fact that there is a constraint at all is much more lik

to be related to the confusions in sentence processing that would resu
from ambiguity of filler-gap associations, and it has always been hope
that sentence processing considerations would also explain the directio

of the constraint. For a GPSG parser we cannot appeal to the pus
down store suggestion discussed above, nor to the suggestion of Fo

(1978, 1980) that the parser's goal is to reconstruct the deep structure
a sentence and that it attempts at each step to maximize the extent

well-formed (gap-less, filler-less) deep structure that it has comput
However, there is another possible explanation that is based on th
correlation between linear position and height that is entailed by
c-command condition.4

Diagram (47) shows schematically the relations between two fill

and their potential gap domains for filler-first dependencies. The gap
for the lower filler must be between x and y, and the NDC requires th
if the gap GI for the higher filler is also between x and y then it mu
be between G2 and y; that is, the first (leftmost) gap between x and y
taken to be G2.

(47)

1 / \^ -domain for G1

F/ F2 \ f "_'~-----domain for G2
x
If

Gi

y

is

not

to
the
that
it
of
y
i

x
and
y;
and
to
the
right

1

-

In

p.

Thus

the

between

hence

the

pro

absence
x

in

and

each

of

y

to

case

already
been
found
precede
G2
in
the
that
G2
will
preced
that
G2
will
preced
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G2. Therefore the parser would maximize its chance

correct pairing of fillers and gaps, even in the a
matical constraint, if it assumed that the first
between x and y was G2. Hence for a parser that

guessing strategy, the preferred no-ambiguity cons

that permits nested dependencies and excludes i
dencies, rather than vice versa. Thus the observe

sense once we take into account the c-command con

that the range of possible gap positions for the high
that for the lower filler.

A comparable argument applies to gap-first

mixture of one filler-first dependency and one gapprobability considerations are even more obvious, for

will have been encountered by the time the first
minimal assumptions, as above, it can be shown th

any constraint, the probability that this gap correspo

is greater than the probability that the sentence co
(not yet encountered) and that the gap corresponds
The optimal strategy for the parser would therefor
gap with the already available filler, thus establishin
intersecting dependencies if another filler does mat

What I have tried to show is that even in a GPSG

be a natural preference for non-intersecting depend
can retain the idea that the NDC is motivated by pa
(in interaction with certain fundamental grammatica
been observed, there is no guarantee that a constrai

parsing is a natural constraint from the point of vie
Thus it would not be shocking to discover that the f
the NDC is complex, whatever theory of grammars

the other hand, it would be very satisfactory if

general position that a potential constraint that wou
will in fact be adopted as a constraint in the gramm
formulated in grammatical terms without undue
why it is of interest to show that the NDC can be in
simply into a GPSG even on the stringent restrictio
no filters over phrase structure derivations.

4. COMPETENCE AND PERFORMANCE GR

I will conclude with some comments on a general iss
the existence of multiply gapped constituents.
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I have been making the working assumption that the parser ope
with the expanded grammar, containing derived as well as basic

structure rules. However, I assume that the competence gram

learned by a child, is not this total collection of phrase structure
but just the basic rules (including the linking rules) together w
metarules which provide for the derived rules and which captu
universal and language specific generalizations. A child may in
prefer the hypothesis that the metarules apply to linking rul
recursively to derived rules, to generate rules with multiple ga
tations.41 Even if not, this would certainly be the most gener
thesis compatible with the child's data once he discovers that
double slashed categories are needed for his language. A specific

limit can be set on the number of possible re-applications

metarules by means of a filter, but a grammar without the filter w

simpler. Thus I accept Engdahl's (1980) proposal that at least fo
languages the metarules must be allowed to apply recursively w

limit. The consequence of this, Engdahl notes, is that the metagra

(the competence grammar) will generate a phrase structure gr
which has an infinite number of rules and is thus not a CF gra
with an infinite number of CF rules, a non-CF language can be

terized. Yet the interest of GPS theory is often thought to be tha

adequate for natural languages while provably characterizing o
languages.
Chomsky (1980) has recently emphasized that linguistics is concerned
not with languages but with grammars, and the same is surely true of
psycholinguistics insofar as it can be distinguished from linguistics at all.
In particular, if we take the notion of mental representation seriously,
the only aspect of a language that is of concern is the grammar for it that

speakers have in their heads. The issue, then, is not whether natural
LANGUAGES are CF (in the sense that they can be characterized by some

CF grammar, however complex and however implausible as a candidate
for the mental grammar), or whether GPS theory permits the charac
terization of non-CF LANGUAGES, but how the competence grammar
and the derived performance grammar are mentally represented and
employed. And it turns out that none of the merits of this model would
be seriously threatened by the discovery that natural languages are not

CF (in this respect, i.e. because no principled limit can be set on their
gap creating rules).
First, note that it may never be necessary to impose an arbitrary upper

bound on recursive application of the metarules. For many languages,
the metagrammar will be self-limiting, in the sense that repeated ap
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plication of the metarules eventually results in no n

rules compatible with the constraints. The extra
relative to English with respect to multiple gaps
difference in the strength of their respective island

that for many speakers no more than double-slashed

in English sentences is simply a consequence o

constraints are so restrictive that there is just no op
more than two legitimate gaps in the same constitue
will be so in any language which can have only one (l
per clause, and in which either embedded clauses are

something like a WH-island constraint that prevents

overlapping. (Certain combinations of other constrai

produce the same effect indirectly.) For those sp
island constraint is less than absolute, English to

slashed nodes. Consider This new vacuum flask, I wan

what size test tubes the acid will be easiest to po
Despite Maling and Zaenen (1982), I know of no En
needs to be ruled ungrammatical by appeal to a sp
number of gaps per constituent. Perhaps there are
which the metarules must be prohibited from app

ANY derived rule, but it is certainly not clear at pre
languages for which iteration of the metarules is per

numerically.

Now what about the cases like Swedish, and t
variety of English, where the metagrammar is a

limiting? There are at least two ways of reconciling
tive capacity of the metarules with the need to provi
finite number of phrase structure rules to work with
(a) The parser may operate with a fixed finite subs

generated by the metagrammar. It would then be in
all the sentences in the language, and it might or m
analyze all the sentences that will ever actually be ut
unfamiliar idea, nor is it an intolerable one. It has of
that multiply center-embedded sentences are unproc
formal power of the parser is less than that of the
(see Church, 1980, for a recent discussion). And it is
sentences with multiple gaps are extremely difficult
when they offend no syntactic constraints. Note tha
correct, the metagrammar can still be finitely and co
the parser's operations can still be completely unifor
ward, and all of the formal results establishing boun

will still apply.
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(b) The parser may operate with a finite but not fixed subset o
rules generated by the metagrammar. The list will be augmented wi

given derived rule if and when that rule is actually needed for
parsing (or production) of a particular sentence. The metarules
hover in the background, ready to supply further derived rule
needed, but their potentially infinite generative capacity will ha
adverse impact on how parsing proceeds. (This is a performance o

ted version of the proposal attributed to Barbara Partee by Engdahl
cit., Ch. 2, footnote 4.) If this account is correct, the parser will nev

encounter a sentence compatible with the metagrammar which
unable to parse for lack of the appropriate phrase structure rul
sentences with multiple gaps are difficult to interpret, this mu

because they strain the capacity of the comprehension routines in o
ways (e.g. semantic processing, or semantic memory). My own hunch
that these other factors are in fact more significant than any restric
on the parser's knowledge of the language.

An argument to the effect that a human language is not CF w

certainly be grounds for concluding that the mentally represented c

petence grammar for that language is not a CF grammar. But G

theory does not say that the competence grammar is a CF grammar

does say that the competence grammar generates sentences indir

via the generation of a set of CF rules. And it is certainly natural the

propose that it does so because the human sentence parsing
production) mechanisms are designed to operate with CF rules.

preceding discussion shows, I hope, that this proposal is not in any w

inconsistent with a demonstration that natural languages are not

Given alternative (b), this would still be so even if it could be shown

there was no mismatch at all between competence and performance.
contrast, a demonstration that natural languages ARE CF but have on

horrendously complex CF grammars would be a much more tel
objection to the theory.

5. CONCLUSION

In practice, unfortunately, we can rarely get our hands on any d
psychological evidence about the format of the mental grammar, an

we have to rely on indirect arguments based on simplicity, abili

capture generalizations, explanatory power, ease of implementation,

so on.

As long as the comparison was between transformational gram
and traditional phrase structure grammars, the facts about sent

structure (particularly the facts about filler and gap distribution) se
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to force us to choose between, on one hand, a transfor
with a low ratio of rules to syntactic phenomena but n

implementation procedure, and on the other hand,

grammar with a very high ratio of rules to phenomen
uniform implementation procedure. And the phrase st

could quite properly be regarded as the loser, since
phrase structure parsing in principle would obviousl
extreme complexity of the phrase structure gramm
would have to work with.

However, when transformational operations are sh

from the derivation of sentences to the derivation of r

new system with the merits of both of the previous a

the addition of slashed categories, a complex and c

phrase structure grammar can be exchanged for a rela

context free grammar. With the recognition of th

significant linguistic generalizations can be captured th

capacities of the CF grammar itself - apparently,

generalizations as can be captured as in a transformatio

by a metagrammar that is no more complex than a

grammar. The universal skeleton of the metagrammar

be innate. There is a simple algorithm (viz. apply th
current set of phrase structure rules) for computin

grammar from the competence grammar, so that it is
could make immediate use of their growing knowledge
What I have tried to show here is how important it is
picture to pack as many facts as possible about the dist

and gaps into the metagrammar. And the prospects
discouraging. Though there are some unresolved pr

that the really fundamental constraints can be natural
the difficult cases seem to be the ones that would be di

any syntactic theory and which perhaps OUGHT to

capture.
What makes it seem particularly worthwhile to pursue this general model
is that it offers the right sort of relationship between the richness of the

grammar and the richness of the parsing routines. For a parser based on
a transformational grammar, the existence of filler-gap dependencies in
a language calls not only for additional rules in the grammar but also for
the addition of fundamentally new parsing operations (such as storing
and retrieving fillers or their traces). Furthermore, as we have seen, the

existence of constraints on these filler-gap associations does not sim
plify the new parsing operations but complicates them (by requiring the
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imposition of a rich structure on the memory store and a co
mechanism to govern the accessibility of items within it).42 Fo
parser, by contrast, adding filler-gap dependencies to a langua

for no qualitatively new parsing devices. And though it does incre
number of rules the parser must access and employ, this is largely

by the constraints, which are no longer an additional complication

source of simplication. They themselves demand neither new c
mechanisms within the parser nor an increase in the size of t

formance grammar. On the contrary, the more constraints there ar

smaller the performance grammar becomes. This is precisely the wa

would have expected matters to be arranged, but until now
seemed, perversely, to be otherwise.

University of Connecticut

NOTES

*This is a revised and expanded version of a paper originally delivered at the Co
on Modelling Human Parsing Strategies at the University of Texas at Austin, Marc

I am grateful for the comments of the conference participants, particularly E
Engdahl, Martin Kay, and Mark Steedman. Mona Anderson, Lyn Frazier, Geral

and Mark Steedman read the manuscript and provided valuable criticisms and prom

The work reported here was supported by a fellowship from the American Co

Learned Societies.
' I have worried from time to time about how the association of fillers and

transformed sentences might be integrated across the two stages of phrase st
parsing in the Sausage Machine model (Frazier and Fodor, 1978). On the current
this problem dissolves.
2 Gazdar (1981, 1982) notes that to allow a GPSG to contain filters over phrase
(e.g. a Subjacency filter, or the filters of Chomsky and Lasnik, 1977) would not pe
generation of any non-CF languages. But as I note below, what matters is the prop
the mental grammar, not the properties of the language (e.g. what OTHER gramm
generate it); and such filters surely would add an extra burden in parsing. Also, as

will become clear, some fundamental linguistic facts can be not only descri

explained on the assumption that the psychologically real grammar contains no filt
phrase structure derivations.
3 While writing this paper I overlooked the possibility of a model in which the as
of fillers with gaps is computed by quite separate routines, after phrasal structure
established. This is the proposal of Frazier, Clifton, and Randall (in press), and
subject to the objections raised here in connection with models of the HOLD var

the other hand, it does require the filler-gap routines to re-examine tree st

relationships already computed by the PS routines. See Crain and Fodor (in pres
4 For gap-first dependencies, such as Heavy NP Shift constructions, the addres
gap must presumably be stored in HOLD until the filler is found. But I will con
here on filler-first dependencies.
5 The deep syntactic representation may be bypassed in favor of immediate comp

of a functional structure for the sentence. But this is not important to the
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discussion, since what controls formation of the functional struc

deep structure information.
6 In this brief sketch of Marcus' system I have ridden roughsho
distinguishing local from unbounded filler-gap dependencies, b
don't significantly affect the present point.
7 Note that universal constraints do not have a privileged status
Universal constraints do not add to the complexity of particular

are presumably innate they do not add to the burden of the

sentence processing the matter is not so simple. We might assum
mechinery underlying the parser's ability to apply such constrain

in a special sense, 'cost-free'. But the actual operation of that
might nevertheless be very onerous.

8 Obviously there are other ways in which the access restr
implemented; this particular model is intended only as an ill
mechanisms that would be required. It is argued in Fodor (ms
approach for an ATN parser would to give up the HOLD mech

GPSG into the grammar network. Such a system would of cours
a transformational grammar than a HOLD-type ATN, and wou
the approach I am advocating here but merely one realization of
9 For some languages it is also necessary to derive rules from pr
well as from basic rules. I return to this point below (Sections

10 This would not be so if the bottom of the slashed node

associated with a higher filler, for then the original gap would
higher filler and would not be c-commanded by its own filler. An
ruled out. For example, though (i) may not be fully natural for a
is in a WH construction, (ii) is totally unacceptable; in (ii) the
filler containing the gap for a lower WH filler.

(i) [That the moon is made of green cheese]i, we all know
(ii) *[That the moon is made of - ji, we all know whatj Mary

By contrast, the slashed node path for the what filler in (iii) ha

and (iii) is acceptable.

(iii) [Whatj Mary asserted that the moon is made of - ]i, we

This distinction falls out automatically in a GPSG, given that th
of the basic rules and hence cannot refer to derived (slashed) c
for the ungrammatical (ii) would have to be S - S/NP . S/(S/NP
as filler, which is impossible.

It may be necessary to add a general prohibition on gaps w

examples like (iv) and (v) in which the offending gap has been p
that the c-command condition is satisfied.

(iv) *[Green cheese], John said that [that the moon is made of

(v) *[Which boy]i does John wonder [to - ]j I spoke - j?

There is also no bar in this theory to prohibiting traces in filler po

gapping of a whole filler. This would have the effect of ex

'movements', and I think it might possibly contribute to learnab

1 There may be some exceptions here. Kaplan and Bresnan (1
such as That he might be wrong, he didn't think of, which has

12 As a general solution, this is inadequate. It will work only

immediately dominate another AdvP node. If it could, th
AdvP/AdvP-... AdvP/AdvP... would permit an adverbial p
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verbial phrase island, associated with a filler that is outside the island. To cope wi
could ban (instead or as well) all rules of the form AdvP/X - * .. except for Adv
trace. (Gazdar, 1982, footnote 41, notes that rules of the form XIX -, trace are n

rules, so this exception could be a principled one.)
A simpler alternative, I believe, is to dispense entirely with the XIX nodes that
traces, and thus to generate structures such as (i) rather than (ii). (Note that
node is doing no work in (ii). since the mother node uniquely specifies the categ

trace.)

(i) PP/NP
P trace
of

(ii) PP/NP
P NP/NP
of trace

Each rule of the form X/Y -... trace... (e.g. PP/NP -P P
corresponding rule of the form X - ... Y... (e.g. PP -e P
this way, the adverbial phrase island constraint can be

ALL nodes with labels of the form AdvP/X, including Ad
this the only approach that would accommodate a comb

appear in subject position but not within a subject nou
object position and within an object noun phrase.) Sag (

for modifying the trace introduction rules in this way.
1 I will consider later the possibility that the parser may

generate new derived phrase structure rules as needed.
possibility that the parser makes direct use of rule sch
corresponding phrase structure rules individually.
14 In order to avoid misanalyzing a great many natu
enriched parser would clearly have to know which fil
which access constraints. It would be natural to try to
Specified Subject Constraint, the Tensed Sentence Const

have been assumed in the competence grammar to r
example, sentence (16) could be processed with no b
embedded subject has been processed; thus both fillers
gap. Then a barrier could be inserted at a level corre

subordinate S, blocking access to both fillers for a gap in

at this point the difference between Equi and WH dep

permitting the WH filler, but not the Equi filler,
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corresponding to the COMP of the subordinate clause. Then this
to the second gap, as it should be. I do not suggest that such an
it does look to be considerably more compelx than solving the E

the VP analysis discussed below.

15 The following examples strongly suggest that an Equi depend
between the semantic arguments of a predicate, rather than a
constituents, i.e., that it is defined at the level of functional stru

(i) John made Mary an offer, which was to wash the dish
(ii) John gave Mary an order, which was to wash the dish

A similar point holds for the 'object deletion' dependency in (iii)

(iii) To sit on is the only thing this bed is good for.
For all of these cases there is a simple semantic generalization
familiar examples:

(iv) John offered to wash the dishes.
(v) John ordered Mary to wash the dishes.
(vi) This bed is only good for sitting on.
The agent of the action described by the complement clauses in
the agent for (ii) and (v) is whoever receives the order; and the

and (vi) is the thing whose goodness is under consideration. T
corresponding to each of these understood arguments, bound
propriate noun phrase elsewhere in the sentence, would be to
relations that violate all known constraints, for in (i) and

(nonrestrictive) relative clause, and in (iii) the filler would be in

even c-command its gap.

16 Gazdar (ms. a) has in fact suggested such a revision, which w
structure rule to introduce two or more layers of tree structure,

proposal further here.
17 Predicates clearly must be assigned derived subcategorization
derived phrase structure rules. I am assuming that in the unmark
assigned all the subcategorization features derivable from its

Thus, any predicate positively subcategorized for x[- Y] w
positively subcategorized for xiz[- Y/Z], in the absence of a
contrary (as for quip). Note that this follows from the pr

elsewhere) that rule numbers are to be used as subcategorizati

number of a derived rule is the same as that of the rule from w

Incidentally, it follows from the local nature of the phrase s
bridge items are subcategorized that bridges, as well as gaps and
be at one node remove from the slashed node path, as discusse

18 Gazdar (1982) also employs a variety of features on nod
through the tree in order to handle agreement phenomen
munication) has observed that this greatly increases the n

structure rules the parser must work with, and thus threatens to
example, instead of the one linking rule S - NP. S/NP, there wil

rules distinguishing the person, number and case of the fille

formation on the gap annotation. However, because features are

across constituents, the grammar can collapse all of these r

S -* NP[a, . S/NP[a1. And there seems to be no reason why the pa
use of the rule schema rather than the long list of specific rule
schema would be construed as an instruction to copy whatever f
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been assigned to the filler onto the gap annotation. See Thompson (1981) for disc
an implementation of a similar proposal.
19 Something has to be said about why a tensed VP node cannot substitute for a
node dominating a highest subject gap. I return to this point below (Section 3.4).

20 Once again, this is not strictly impossible, but would require a considerab

complex grammar. The prediction that such cases therefore shouldn't arise fares
within the class of filler-first dependencies, and within the class of gap-first dep
but there may be some mismatches between the constraints on filler-first and

dependencies with fillers of the same category. A general solution to the

involving category inflation but of a systematic kind, would be to use IX annota
filler-first dependencies and \X annotations for gap-first dependencies. (See B
for a related suggestion in the context of a theory of categorical grammar.) I do
of the possibility that further work will show that this move is unnecessary,

certainly are some problems to be overcome. (See also the discussion of t

Dependency Constraint in Section 3.5.)

The problem cannot arise for fillers which 'move' in only one direction, such a

clauses. Extraposition of PP from NP appears to obey the same constraints as

Clause Extraposition, and it may be that modifying phrases in general on

rightward. Ross (1967) gave some examples of leftward movement of of-PPs o
phrases, such as Of which cars were the hoods damaged by the explosion?, but it

to find other convincing cases. Compare the gap-first examples (i) and (ii)
filler-first examples (iii) and (iv).

(i) We gave a cake to Mary with 19 candles on it.
(ii) A new book came out yesterday on gluons.
(iii) *With how many candles on it did you give a cake to Mary yesterday?
(iv) *On gluons a new book came out yesterday.

The problem, then, is to permit leftward-moved PPs to have their gaps as daugh
or S, but not in modifying positions within noun phrases, while at the same tim
rightward movement of PPs from modifying positions within noun phrases. Th
achieved without a distinction between left and right slashes if it could be maint
rightward-moving modifiers are always sisters to the heads they modify and are

~.(PP)
PP (PP).
e R
by co-indexing rules such PP
as S-andV
NP . VP N
. RiP' and
VP- V.[ NPi.

rules contain no slashed categories and thus will not interact in unwelcome w

leftward movement rules. Unfortunately this solution seems inadequate for exam
as I was working on an idea with John that no-one else could understand, where
noun is lower in the structure than its extraposed modifier.

Heavy NP Shift (in which I include object complement postposing, whether

object complement is really an NP) differs from the fronting of NP (and S) in th

leaves a subject gap or a gap inside a prepositional phrase. Since it is also a
bounded, the obvious solution here is to generate HNPS constructions by a r

f PP 1 NP

VP-V . AdvP {sP, which contains no slashed categories. (This makes it so
puzzling that HNPS is not lexically governed, but it is possible that the or

syntactic arguments is specified not in the phrase structure rule itself, but in a

statement, as proposed by Gazdar and Pullum, 1981.) Gazdar (1981) has given
suggesting that HNPS is unbounded, but these involve 'movement' of the object
adverbial phrase which is itself quite mobile. Thus an alternative analysis would

adverbial phrase has been inserted before the heavy object phrase. Examples

not susceptible to this analysis are apparently not acceptable, e.g. *Mary mention
had met -i to her sister [the couple who had bought her house]i.
Right Node Raising, on the other hand, does look to be unbounded, and thus
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slashed categories, and yet its gaps are also not distributed exact

PP or S etc.) fronting. It cannot, for example, leave a subject

difference, it could be handled by marking the filler for RNR as

is not entirely clear how to exclude raising of a preverbal

handkerchief, and - was a green woolly scarf, on the table in th
limitation on RNR may be just one instance of the more general
only constituents which can be final in their respective conjunc
that I had met - to her sister, and Bill mentioned that I disliked
who had bought the red house. On Gazdar's analysis, each conjun

is an S/NP, not differentiated from the S/NP in a Topical

construction; hence this example should be as acceptable as th
did Mary mention that I had met - to her sister, and Bill menti
brother? Since it apparently isn't, Gazdar's treatment is tenabl
some global constraint on slashed node paths, or else a different

for leftward and rightward rules. However, there are some rathe

similarities between RNR constructions and parenthetical con
described in detail - though I can't imagine why she bothered -

the red house), which suggest the possibility of a quite dif
sentences, such that an SiV1S2V20 sentence, for example, has
insert within an SiVIO clause. Informally, the rule would say

parenthetical, before a sentence - final phrase, a construction th
(in much the same sense as is relevant to Gapping) the part of t

its final phrase. The problem, of course, is how to formalize
indeed, in a transformational grammar).

21 The second rule in (20) might have been written VPpass

explicit trace is not possible in rules (21) and (22), nor is it pos
(since this would, after all, require there to be a sentential no
Thus for uniformity, I will assume that there is no explicit
governed filler-gap constructions. Gazdar's examples all appea

principle.
22 Tough constructions are complicated by the presence of an additional Equi dependency

affecting the highest subject position of the complement. They resemble Too/Enough
constructions in all respects relevant here, but will be subcategorized for VP/NP comple
ments rather than S/NP complements.
23 In fact the same restriction applies to Equi constructions, though it is apparent only for

promise which has an additional NP position in the matrix following the filler. For
example, the meaning of John promised himself that he wouldn't eat more than three
cookies cannot be expressed the form *John promised - that he wouldn't eat more than
three cookies, with a gap in the matrix clause. The VP analysis for Equi automatically
solves this problem. As we shall see, the solution for Too/Enough constructions is
fundamentally the same as for Equi, though it represents a more radical departure from
standard transformational solutions since it cannot be formulated in a grammar that lacks
slashed categories or some equivalent.
24 I am assuming here, contrary to the standard assumptions of both transformational and
phrase structure theories, that predicates can be subcategorized for their subjects, as well
as for those of their arguments that are their syntactic sisters. Evidence for this is

presented in Fodor (in preparation), where it is argued that Raising consists of the
percolation of subcategorization features through phrase markers. The evidence includes
examples such as (i)-(v), which show that some predicates accept NP subjects but not S
subjects, even when an NP and an S are semantically quite comparable; and a wide range
of examples involving be, as in (vi)-(viii).

(i) That proposition is complex.
(ii) The proposition that snow is white and grass is green is complex.
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(iii) *That snow is white and grass is green is complex.
(iv) The fact that the order went out late cost us a lot of money.
(v) *That the order went out late cost us a lot of money.
(vi) To cheat on your taxes is to rob your fellow citizens.
(vii) *Cheating on your taxes is to rob your fellow citizens.

(viii) In the garden {*rsembles the only place I can work.
25 For Equi constructions, where there really is no gap, the semantic component will
establish the connection between two argument places in the functional structure. For
ToolEnough constructions, I assume that the semantic component will establish a con
nection between the filler and the highest slashed category, both of which are arguments to
the matrix predicate, and win respond to the path of slashed nodes that leads down to the
gap itself in the same way as for ungoverned dependencies.
26 I believe that this may be a sufficient substitute for the Binary Principle in proofs of
degree-2 learnability. In discussing the role of the Binary Principle in these proofs, Wexler
and Culicover (1980) write: "At first sight, it seems clear that the Binary Principle would
be necessary for learnability; that is, without BP we could not prove that the existence of a

detectable error implies the existence of a degree-2 detectable error. For if a trans
formation can apply more deeply than one S down from the current cycle, the trans
formation can be defined so as to require for its operation a p-m of large degree.... But
the possibility exists that BP itself is not necessary, that a modification of it might suffice.

Perhaps transformations can apply indefinitely deep (for example, over variables), BUT
there is always a small-degree phrase-marker on which the transformation could be

learned." In a GPSG, the rules generating an ungoverned filler-gap construction
(equivalent to a transformation) may apply quite freely and allow the gap to appear
anywhere within the c-command domain of the filler (subject to the island constraints); in
this case they will apply to degree-0 or degree-1 phrase markers if they apply to phrase
markers of higher degree. For a governed dependency, the top of the slashed node path
may correspond to a phrase which is an argument to the same predicate as the filler is; in
this case it is possible that the smallest phrase marker in which the dependency appears is
a degree-i phrase marker, but it will never be more than degree-1. Thus, without imposing
anything like the Binary Principle or Subjacency to force the breakdown of long-distance

dependencies into a series of subjacent dependencies, it is ensured that no filler-gap
dependency can be so defined that it will be exhibited only in phrase markers of large

degree.

27 If predicates can be subcategorized for their subjects (see Note 24), then a gap

annotation could in principle appear in subject position, with its filler within the VP as
another argument of the same predicate. This is why the c-command condition does not
necessarily hold for governed dependencies (i.e., in transformational terms, why there can
be governed 'lowering rules').
In English, at least, the possibility of such a construction is severely limited by other
constraints. For example, the subject cannot be a slashed category, for this would result in

a gap internal to the subject phrase, which is prohibited. The subject itself could be
gapped, but it would have to meet the agreement requirement discussed below (Section
3.4). A trace in subject position would meet this requirement, but it appears that local
governed constructions do not contain traces (see Note 21). However, a dummy noun
phrase such as there would also presumably meet this requirement, while at the same time
requiring a 'filler'. Thus a there-insertion construction can be regarded as an example of a

dependency whose filler does not c-command its gap. Notice that the fact that this
'lowering transformation' is bounded as well as lexically governed is automatically
predicted in a GPSG. It - S constructions would be another example, if the S is properly
analyzed as a daughter to the matrix VP rather than to the matrix S. In principle there
could also be examples where the gap is in direct object position and the filler is the object
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of a preposition. However, there is apparently a general prohibition
in the same clause as their fillers, so this would have to be a 'movem
prepositional phrase would therefore have to contain both its own N
the phrase structure rules do not provide for this. Thus both the
limited distribution of lowering phenomena are explained by GPS th
28 Note that since the subcategorization treatment accounts for the

whose filler is pre-sentential is equally sensitive to ALL predicates
its filler and its gap, this fact could not be construed as evidence

analysis.

29 GPS theory predicts that these borderline cases of excessive markedness can tip over
into absolute extraction constraints only where the relevant nodes are adjacent on the path
from filler to gap. An example of this would be extraction from relative clauses. We have
noted that it is marked for an NP node to appear on the path. It is also marked for an S

node with a WH element as its daughter to appear on the path. Extraction from an
embedded question is acceptable only for some speakers, and for many of them only when

the gap is in an untensed clause (and satisfies the Nested Dependency Constraint); thus
Which crimes does the FBI not know how to solve? but *What do you know where John
put? Extraction from a relative clause amounts to extraction from both an NP and an S

with a WH daughter, and it is apparently judged unacceptable even under the most
favorable conditions, e.g. *Which problem did John call up the best person to talk to
about? This might be another case of the adding up of markedness values, but it is
possible instead that the rule for passing gap information down from an NP node onto a
WH clause node is simply excluded from the grammar.
There are other examples that I am not sure how to classify. Extraction of an embedded
subject appears to be more marked than extraction of an embedded object. Extraction
from a tensed clause seems to be more marked than extraction from an infinitival clause, at

least for constructions where the highest slashed node on the path is an infinitival S node
(e.g. Tough Movement, Too/Enough Deletion, and infinitival relative constructions). Un
fortunately, this latter observation is an embarrassment to a theory that permits no global
constraints (unless this is actually a semantic constraint of some kind, having to do with
the difference between actions and propositions). But we do see the expected interaction
between the two facts. Extraction of the subject of a tensed clause in, say, a Too/Enough
construction is just about totally unacceptable; compare ?That island is much too far away
for me to be able to believe that you can swim to, *John is much too young for me to be able

to believe can swim to that island.

30 Joan Maling and Annie Zaenen first pointed out to me the difficulty of handling this
case in a GPSG without global constraints on slashed node paths. Rizzi himself (op. cit.,
footnote 15) notes that his data are apparently incompatible with Bresnan's (1976) theory
which permits unbounded transformational operations.
31 Mona Anderson has pointed out to me that this can be avoided if the bounding nodes

for Subjacency are taken to include both S, and S that L-contains its head. Further
adjustments are then necessary to avoid blocking all successive cyclic movement through

COMP. See Anderson and Dang (ms.).
32 It is possible to extend the idea of Note 12 and do without traces altogether (very much

as in Ades and Steedman, ms.). Given a rule of the form X - W. Y. Z, there would be a
derived rule of the form XIY -* W. Z. For example, a PP with an NP gap as its daughter
would have the structure [pp/Np[p of ]]. The semantic component could then be designed to
recognize this configuration, with its 'disappearing' slash annotation, and to treat it as if
there were an NP daughter to the node bearing the /NP annotation. But even if traces were

thus generally abandoned, Gazdar's treatment of subject gaps would still be out of line,
because the understood subject in the structure generated by his rule VP/NP - V . VP is
not a daughter of the lowest slashed node.

33 Two comments here. First, basic rules as well as derived rules must satisfy this
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agreement requirement, and this is why one might want to consider all const

filler-gap dependencies as filters over the whole derived phrase structure gramma
than as conditions on the metarules.

Second, there are verbs in English which can receive their necessary agr

features from a following noun phrase, as in Behind the barn stands an oak tre
the bar stand two oak trees. The conjunction facts (e.g. *Behind the barn stand
tree and lies a hay meadow) suggest that the verb and its following noun phra
constitute a verb phrase. The presence of auxiliaries (e.g. Behind the barn will
oak tree) might seem to motivate a VP node, but is equally compatible with a VP/
dominating just will stand rather than will stand an oak tree. If it DOES turn out
verb and the noun phrase form a VP, it should be possible in principle for this VP
alone as a complement to a verb, as in *Behind the barn seems stood an oak tr

certainly not necessary for the grammar actually to allow this; in fact it w

somewhat surprising if the grammar contained the relevant rule since it would ap
to these very special verb phrases, whereas a rule introducing untensed VP com
would have much more general application. It is difficult to determine how thin
English, since the inverted construction seems to be natural only in main clause
any case there are other factors that could rule out the ungrammatical example
Behind the barn seems stood an oak tree the seems has no subject to agree with

34 The rule S/NP trace.VP violates Gazdar's Generalized Left Branch Con

(GLBC), so it would be necessary to replace this one very general condition wi
more specific constraints. Unwelcome as this may be, I don't think it would h
impact on the validity or explanatory value of GPS theory. Some cases falling u

GLBC (e.g. no extraction from fillers, no extraction of NP heads of relativ

constructions) may be excluded by independently needed constraints (e.g. if the h
relative clause construction is not NP but N). In any case, the necessary constraint

all be 'normal' island constraints that can be cast as prohibitions on certain

structure rules. And since the GLBC was not proposed as a universal (innate) co
there should be no substantial effect on learnability.
35 See Hankamer (1973), Fodor (1978). One way to accommodate no-ambiguity co
without making transderivational comparisons would be to use 'elsewhere rule
semantic component, to mimic the tendency of the parser to detect one interpret
overlook others. The interpretive rules would be organized in groups, with an
ordering imposed within each group, such that less favored readings would be
only if more favored ones were not available. However, this approach does not w
all no-ambiguity constraints. The parser receives word strings to which it has
structure, and it is in this process that its biasses are exhibited. For example, t
that the relative clause in Nobody saw the policeman who was sitting in the b
cannot be interpreted as modifying nobody is presumably that the parser str
associates this clause with the policeman rather than assigning it a structural
appropriate to an extraposed clause. An unconstrained syntax, however, would
both structures; and since semantic rules are structure-sensitive, no kind of elsew
ordering in the semantics could then block assignment of the extraposed readi
extraposed structure. A similar point holds for the no-ambiguity constraints on
and other constructions.

For the NDC, however, this semantic approach is feasible. As I will argue bel
NDC amounts to a restriction on the assignment of fillers to gaps within

dominated by a double-slashed node, when the gaps are of the same syntactic cate
such a case, the lower of the two fillers must be assigned to the gap that is closes
the terminal string. (For nodes with more than two slash annotation of the same
lowest filler must take the gap closest to it, the next highest filler must take wh
remaining gap is closest to it, and so on.) If we assume that in such cases the two

slash annotations are not indexed or otherwise formally distinguished in the
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phrase marker, then the correct (non-intersecting) reading could

up interpretation procedure governed by a minimal distance p
structions, the phrase marker would contain a unique path of s
to each gap, so the operation of the semantic rules would be un

that this suggestion does NOT amount to shifting the whole respo

and gaps from the syntactic component to the semantic compo
mean that the c-command and island constraints would have

interpretation rules. This is not out of the question, but it is at
that constraints embodied in the syntactic rules facilitate senten

the class of phrase markers to those which can be assigned
semantic rules. (Notice that this objection, if it is indeed an ob
the the suggestion that the NDC is a restriction on interpretatio
In what follows, I will formulate the NDC as a restriction on

multiply slashed categories, in order to show that it CAN be done,
that this is how it MUST be done. But at present I would not want

that the NDC can be more elegantly, and more properly, form

interpretation.
36 I am presupposing here a restriction on the form of linking r

dencies such that, for instance, the linking rule for Relative

noun phrases under VP is VP--VP/R.R rather than VP-

objection to this, but if it should turn out to be incorrect, (34) w

At least in English, however, it is not clear that the NDC i
dependencies.
Relative Clause Extraposition provides the only clear case in English of two overlapping
gap-first dependencies. In Fodor (1978) I gave the examples:

(i) No-one - i puts things - in the sink [that would block it]j [who wants to go on
being a friend of mine]i.

(ii) *No-one-, puts things-j in the sink [who wants to go on being a friend of
mine]' [that would block it]j.
I think it must be concluded, however, that (ii) is ruled out by the c-command condition
rather than by the NDC. The reason is that there are no acceptable examples in which two

relative clauses are extraposed from positions within the verb phrase; (iii) is ungram
matical even with nested filler-gap assignments, though either relative clause can be
extraposed when the other is not.

(iii) *I didn't say anything - to anyone - j yesterday [who works with Joe]j [that was
supposed to be confidential]i.
This suggests that there are no slashed categories (at least in English) of the form X/R/R,
and hence that in (i) and (iii) the first relative clause is attached at the VP level and the
second at the S level. In that case, only the second filler would c-command the first gap

(within the subject), and the intersecting dependency structure (ii) would be excluded
without appeal to the NDC.
It would be interesting (especially in view of the problem concerning governed gap-first

dependencies discussed below) to know whether other languages (e.g. left branching
languages) provide unequivocal evidence of a nested dependency constraint on gap-first
constructions.
37 For the case of more than two slash annotations on a single category symbol, (36) and
(37) need to be generalized to (i) and (ii).

(i) *Xa ... [WPyS8]... where a contains y, not 3 or 8; / contains
or 5 contains \; 3 or 5 may be null.
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(ii) *Xa -.. . trac-ej} {r ..where a =... Y...Y...
3 = ... Yj..., y = Yi..., for all i, j.

38 I believe that the result of reclassifying this example is that there are no e
English of the NDC applying to a construction in which a filler-first dependency
with a gap-first dependency. In view of Note 36, it may be that the NDC is oper
for filler-first examples. If this turns out to be a principled limitation (rather th
accident of the fact that gap-first dependencies are so heavily restricted in othe
would obviously simplify the formal statement of the NDC. Instead of (36) an

would need only (i) and (35) for both governed and ungoverned dependenc
corresponding simplification of the generalized version in Note 37).

(i) *X/Z -,... W/ZIY...

Sag also gives a simple (though slightly different) statement of the constraint for fi

examples only, in Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (in preparation).
39 In Fodor (1978) I offered the example (i), in which there is a gap within the p
heavy NP itself, but I have never had much luck in getting people to agree wit
this is an acceptable sentence.

(i) Whoi did you show -j to Alf [a cute colored photograph of - j?

40 In an earlier draft of this paper, I gave a spurious explanation for the nesting p

which was also based on the c-command condition but emphasized the expressi
of the language. I observed that the c-command condition allows Gi to be either
outside the domain for G2 (see diagram (47)), and that in the latter case no f
association ambiguity can arise. Obligatory intersection of the two dependenc
obligatory non-intersection) would force GI to be INSIDE the G2 domain, and w

needlessly exclude from the language many unambiguous constructions. B

Steedman has quite properly objected that this suggestion rests on the false pres
that the c-command condition and the no-ambiguity constraint are collapsed int

formal statement. Since they are presumably not, the no-ambiguity constra
perfectly well require intersection when GI falls within the G2 domain, even t
c-command condition entails non-intersection elsewhere.

41 If so, the question would arise as to how a child might discover that this is N
his language. But this is not crucial to the general point here, and in any case it
that the problem of 'negative data' in language acquisition has been exaggerated.
42 Note that there are at least two points here. (i) Are we prepared to hypothesi
human sentence parsing mechanism is innately endowed with this rich machin
there is a more parsimonious alternative? (ii) Even if we were, would we be p
accept an account of the internal economy of the language faculty as a whole suc

the benefits of constraining filler-gap associations fall to other components

language learning routines), and these benefits are sufficient to outweigh the addi
in terms of structure and operating complexity of the parser? This latter point is no
if there is any reality at all to functional influences on language structure. The

from learnability have been most successful in explaining the distinctive prof
straints on natural languages when they have referred to the informational r
between simple sentences of the kind that might reasonably be included in the c
base, and general rules which extend to more complex sentences. The mere fact th

can 'learn' a universal constraint without doing anything at all wouldn't distinguish o

of constraints from any other.) ANY linguistic theory that can capture the c
which establish this informational relationship between simple and complex s
would satisfy the learnability criterion equally well, and the usual methodolo

siderations suggest that unless and until we are forced to do otherwise we should
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theory which simultaneously simplifies the parsing process

complicates it. (This is quite aside from the possibility that there
not simplify learning but do simplify parsing.)
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